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One of the most sophisticated scenes in film appeared in 
“The Bridge On the River Kwai,” where Colonel Nichol-
son –- Commanding Officer of the British P.O.W.s in the 
film –- volunteered his men’s expertise to help his Japa-
nese enemy build a bridge to complete their Bangkok-to- 
Rangoon Railway during World War II.  
 
In this scene, Nicholson and his officers are sitting down 
with Colonel Saito -- the brutal Japanese Commandant -- 
and his engineers. Midway through the technicalities, in 
which Nicholson asks numerous questions of his subordi-
nate officers and they, in turn, offer opinions, Colonel 
Nicholson asks Colonel Saito if it would be possible to 
have tea served, so the meeting might continue uninter-
rupted.  
 
In an imperious command-voice, Saito barks orders to 
the nearest subordinate officer, who in turn hollers to 
the nearest subordinate, on down the chain of command 
six or seven times. The British officers are clearly be-
mused by this display of inefficiency.  
 
What Director David Lean illustrated with this scene was 
one of the more profound distinctions between democ-
racies and all forms of tyranny, whether feudalism –- as 
in the case of Imperial Japan –- or any of the various 
forms of Marxism we have observed since the Bolshevik 
Revolution.   
 

In the presence of democratic institutions, 
the flow of information is both up and down 
the chain of command, while its flow is ex-
clusively DOWN the chain of command in 
their absence.  
 
By the end of this meeting, it was evident from his de-
meanor and posture that Saito recognized Japan could 
not possibly defeat the hated West, with its superior 
managerial skills and infinitely more efficient methods of 
organization.  

ENTER DONALD TRUMP  
 

Donald Trump appeals to the powerless in 
this country for the simple reason that there 
is no longer any flow of information up the 
“chain-of-command” in America, from the 
powerless to the governing and powerful 
“elite” who constitute our “Political Class.”  
 
For 30 years, Middle America and those of us in “fly-over 
country” have had no effective means of redressing griev-
ances, and we have had no champion since Ronald 
Reagan.  
 
The powerless are middle-class Americans, primarily 
white, Christian and socially conservative, whose voices 
are rarely heeded by the Political Class, although there is 
no shortage of mandates imposed upon them by the 
Powerful. These even include perverse definitions of 
“marriage” and "gender," and the legal obligation to rec-
ognize them and accommodate them.  
 
These middle-class Americans have been ignored and 
impugned by the Powerful, which has ridiculed their faith 
in the Bible, their support of the Constitution – particu-
larly the Second Amendment -- as well as their opposi-
tion to the variety of plagues forced upon them by the 
Political Class of both parties.  
 
Plagues imposed upon the powerless include the forced 
integration of schools, neighborhoods and workplaces, in 
addition to race quotas favoring incompetent blacks, and 
"sanctuary cities" for the tsunami of illegal alien criminals 
who cross our southern border with impunity.  
 
The powerless have also had insult added to injury, be-
cause the Powerful Elite have carefully insulated and im-

(Continued on page 6) 

The Phenomenon of Donald Trump 

By Earl P. Holt III 

(This article first appeared in the March, 2016 issue of the CITIZENS INFORMER: It is reprinted here because I think it's 

the best thing I ever wrote, and because it is just as valid today as it was in early 2016.) 
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Earlier this year, Dr. Anthony Fauci excitedly predicted 
that President Trump would soon find the United States 
at the mercy of a viral pandemic. Interestingly enough, it 
came to pass much as the good doctor predicted, albeit, 
there are serious questions remaining as to the virulence 
as well as the origin of the virus involved. 
 
Nonetheless, with an incredibly rapid response, this 
country began to gird for this viral “plague.” Among the 

places considered most at-risk were America’s major 
cities, since these were hotbeds of the poor, the home-
less, the uninsured and the health-impaired.  
 
New York City was catapulted to the top of the list and it 
was soon predicted  that its health care facilities would 
be overwhelmed when the COVID-19 virus struck in ear-
nest. Reflexively, New York City's Mayor Bill de Blasio and 

(Continued on page 7) 

Senior Editor’s Column 

No Good Deed Unpunished 
By V. P. Hughes 

munized themselves against the very plagues they creat-
ed and then imposed upon the powerless.  
 
“LET THEM EAT CAKE”  
 
Adopting the latest fashionable notions of leftist faculty 
lounges and other echo-chambers, the Powerful – much 
like the Bourbons and Romanovs before them – have 
made the lives of decent and honest citizens frustrating 
and sometimes unbearable through their arrogance and 
incompetence.  
 
In the name of “Equality,” the Powerful have made large 
public school systems terrible and dangerous places 
through school desegregation and the dumbed-down 
curriculum imposed by “Education” Department grifters: 
Meanwhile, they send their OWN children to Exeter, Cho-
ate, Andover or Sidwell Friends.  
 
In pursuit of the illusion of “multi-culturalism,” they have 
turned our largest inner cities into dangerous and dys-
functional cesspools, from which the Powerful – with se-
curity details in tow -- flee on a nightly basis to their gat-
ed communities or suburban oases in Georgetown, The 
Hamptons or Old Greenwich.  
 
In the name of an illusory ideal called “free trade,” the 
Powerful Elite have exported much of our manufacturing 
base to the “Pacific Rim,” oblivious to what those manu-
facturing jobs mean to middle-class Americans, but confi-
dent that their own offspring will never need such jobs.  
 

Worst of all, in pursuit of cheap labor, nannies and gar-
deners, the Powerful have opened our borders to an im-
migration tsunami that consists of tens of millions of un-
skilled and often dangerous Third World immigrants, for 
whom democratic institutions and an American Ethos are 
as alien as Avogadro’s Number.  
 
OUTSIDERS AND UNKNOWN QUANTITIES  
 
Time and again, in an effort to counter the tyranny of the 
Powerful, the powerless have spoken their minds 
through state referenda, only to see these grass-roots 
initiatives overturned by Federal Judges -- the life-
tenured and unelected henchmen of the powerful Elite -- 
who brazenly overreach their enumerated Article III pow-
ers to implement their Cultural Marxism and “social engi-
neering” schemes.  
 
Similarly, many times these powerless middle-class 
Americans have attempted reform through the ballot-
box, only to see many of their elected champions se-
duced by the Washington "swamp," and then become 
poachers instead of the game-keepers the electorate in-
tended.  
 
In a letter to James Madison, Thomas Jefferson once stat-
ed that “...a little rebellion, now and then, is a good 
thing.”  
 
Having been betrayed by the Powerful Elite in both politi-
cal parties for decades, it's patently obvious that Trump's 
supporters are willing to elect almost ANY "outsider" 
over the “known” quantity, whose betrayals have been 
evident on a daily basis for at least 30 years. 

PHENOMENON (Continued from page 5) 
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New York Governor Andrew Cuomo sent out a call for 
assistance from any quarter.  
 
Immediately, Samaritan’s Purse -- a Christian aid organi-
zation that selflessly serves the sick and injured around 
the globe -- arrived in New York and set up a medical 
camp in Central Park. Its mission was to assist in the rapid 
diagnosis and treatment of COVID-19 patients and help 
relieve the burden anticipated by the city's health care 
facilities.  
 
On April 15th, however, their medical camp was noisily 
protested by an LGBTQ group for the crime of being 
Christians! Samaritan’s Purse is a subsidiary of a group 
run by evangelist Franklin Graham, and is very 
“traditional” in its interpretations of Biblical prohibitions 
against the numerous immoral sex acts practiced by the 
LGBTQ community.  
 
So, while Samaritan's Purse was altruistically engaged in 
treating possibly hundreds of COVID-19 patients, NYC 
Council Speaker Corey Johnson took to the airwaves and 
demanded that the charity leave the city because of  its 
traditional views on homosexuality. In a tweet, this open-
ly-gay Democrat politician stated:  
 
"It is time for Samaritan's Purse to leave NYC. This 
group, led by the notoriously bigoted, hate-spewing 
Franklin Graham, came at a time when our city couldn't 
in good conscience turn away any offer of help. That 
time has passed. Their continued presence here is an 
affront to our values of inclusion and is painful for all 
New Yorkers who care deeply about the LGBTQ commu-
nity.” 
 
 Samaritan’s Purse treated all who came without charge 
or pre-conditions: For example, they didn’t ask any pa-
tient’s sexual orientation. Yet, according to Johnson, the 
organization is no longer welcome -- and undeserving of 
all that "inclusion" Johnson supposedly cherishes -- be-
cause it doesn't pander to queers and other circus freaks 
in the LGBTQ movement, as most New York authorities 
do.  
 
He went on to state that while he's aware that the COVID
-19 battle is far from over -- and that New York’s 
healthcare system will continue to require  support -- 

"we can’t continue allowing a group with their track 
record to remain here when we're past the point they're 
needed." 
 
Further, this power-mad fruitcake insisted that “Mount 
Sinai (Hospital) must sever its relationship with Samari-
tan’s Purse. Its leader calls the LGBTQ community 
‘detestable’ and 'immoral.' He says being gay is ‘an 
affront to God’.”  
 
In fact, BOTH Johnson and Graham are right, because the 
Bible says exactly that. But isn’t it strange that Johnson 
cares more about homosexuals not being shown ade-
quate pandering than the fact that the 68-bed field hos-
pital administered by Samaritan's Purse treated 315 pa-
tients since it opened in April, many of whom may well 
have been LGBTQ? Being more familiar with that Bible-
thingy, Samaritan's Purse would probably and rightly 
insist that we be judged by our acts.  
 
The present “pandemic” has done a great deal to expose 
a virulent anti-Christian bias among the left in the United 
States, particularly evident in their closing of places of 
worship during the “lockdown.” It would be one thing if 
Samaritan’s Purse had refused to treat homosexuals or 
discriminated against anyone needing medical care, but 
none of that happened.  
 
Instead, this altruistic, Christian and humanitarian organi-
zation is attacked by queers simply because it is a Chris-
tian organization, employing Christian workers who be-
lieve in the teachings of the Bible. That alone is their 
crime and the charge against them. And for that unfor-
giveable transgression and monstrous "evil," they are 
denounced and banished.  
 
As the gay political agenda was being slowly adopted into 
law back in the late 20th Century, we were routinely as-
sured by its leftist proponents that it posed no threat to 
social order, free speech, the Constitution, or the right 
to religious liberty. Try telling  that lie to Samaritan’s 
Purse. 

GOOD DEED (Continued from page 6) 
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Religion Editor’s Column 
Render ONLY What is Caesar's 

By Dr. Ed DeVries 

At one time, 93% of the country’s non-Catholic churches 
were closed. The alleged rationale was to avoid spread-
ing the COVID-19 virus, but the real reason is those 
churches lacked the courage of their convictions. 
 
Most Christian churches, regardless of denomination, 
believe and preach that Christ is the head of the Church 
in ALL things, or as the Apostle Paul stated it in Ephesians 
1:22: “And hath put all things under his feet, and gave 
him to be the head over all things to the church.” 
 
If Christ is the head of ALL things to His churches, then 
the government is the head of NOTHING concerning the 
Lord’s churches! Theologically speaking, most denomina-
tions recognize this, but when it came time to actually 
practice what they preach, most churches acquiesced.  
 
First Peter 2:17 commands all Christians to “Fear God. 
Honour the king.” Unfortunately, Christians often get 
that backwards, and honor God only when it's conven-
ient to do so. They attend church if they have nothing 
else to do, and only when there is no government prohi-
bition in place.  
 
Likewise, they give tithes and offerings if and when it is 
financially comfortable to do so. They evangelize or invite 
others to church only if they can do so without personal 
embarrassment. They end up honoring God, but it is the 
king that they actually "fear." 
 
There is no other explanation why most denominations 
and their churches didn’t collectively stand up to their 
elected officials and remind them that Christ, alone, is 
the head of the church in ALL things: And when it comes 
to the Lord’s churches, the “executive orders” of mayors 
and governors simply have no authority. 
 
Our country’s Founding Fathers recognized this very 
thing, and made it the FIRST Amendment to the Constitu-
tion’s Bill of Rights. Being primarily Christian men, our 
Founding Fathers also realized that the Lord’s churches 
were assemblies.  
 

One occasionally hears the argument that “the church is 
not the building, it’s the people.” This is close but not 
precisely correct: The church is not just the people, but 
the people ASSEMBLED. In Greek, the very word 
"church" is pronounced “ekklesia," which literally 
means "a called out assembly.” That is one reason why 
the free exercise of religion and the right to peaceably 
assemble are both found in our First Amendment. 
 
Defenders of both civil and religious liberties should be 
protesting the capricious prohibitions in 45 states of 
gatherings of more than 10 persons. In the few places 
where churches have been declared to be “essential,” 
even here they are arbitrarily limited to 50 or fewer per-
sons per gathering.  
 
In a nation where the power of government is derived 
from the “consent of the governed,” where in the Consti-
tution did any government obtain the power or authority 
to decide whether or not religion is “essential”? Or, for 
that matter, which livelihoods are “essential,” or which 
people are considered to be more “essential” to society 
than others?  
 
You would think that the usual advocates for religious 
liberty would be worried about government edicts that 
have resulted in so many church closures. Moreover, 
many people who oppose mandatory closing of churches 
are still willing to do so voluntarily. A LifeWay Christian 
Resources survey found that by March 29, all but 7 per-
cent of Protestant churches had stopped in-person 
meetings. 
 
What is particularly disconcerting is that organizations 
alleged to be defenders of religious liberty -- such as Vi-
sion America, the Judeo-Christian Council for Constitu-
tional Restoration, and the Ethics and Religious Liberty 
Commission of the Southern Baptist Convention -- seem 
to be exclusively preoccupied with chastising the seven 
percent of churches that courageously chose to remain 
open and deny Caesar that which should only be ren-
dered unto God. 
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I’m irritated at otherwise sensible white people who ra-
tionalize their failure to participate in the electoral pro-
cess by concluding that "there isn't a dime's worth of 
difference between the two major political parties." My 
impression is they are too lazy to bother to adequately 
inform themselves: They seem to read little and find it 
more convenient to glibly dismiss both major parties with 
sweeping generalizations. 
 
This phenomenon is particularly disconcerting now, 
since there has never been clearer distinctions drawn 
between the two major political parties. Their policy 
differences couldn’t be more pronounced, nor could 
battle lines be any more clearly drawn.  
 
The so-called “Democrat” Party is really the New Com-
munist Party of the United States, and it has been since 
the Rapist-in-Chief was elected in 1992. Adults like 
“Scoop” Jackson, Bill Proxmire and Zell Miller used to suc-
cessfully balance its lunatic, queer and communist con-
stituencies: Sadly, those statesmen are long gone, and 
would no longer be welcome in today's so-called 
"Democrat" Party. 
 
ABORTION: Since Ronald Reagan's election in 1980, the 
Republican Party has remained adamantly pro-life, and 
successfully resisted many attempts by morally-blind 
RINO imbeciles to eliminate the pro-life plank in the GOP 
Party Platform.  
 
In contrast, the Democrat Party Platform has remained 
pro-abortion for decades, and the party itself views abor-
tion as the equivalent of a religious sacrament. Many 
"Democrats" are comfortable with forcing religious-
affiliated hospitals and Christian doctors and nurses to 
perform abortions. They also appear equally comfortable 
with so-called "fourth trimester abortions," an obvious 
euphemism designed to camouflage the crime of infanti-
cide.    
 
IMMIGRATION: Similarly, many elitist Republican office-
holders like former House Speaker Paul Ryan have been 
bribed by Wall Street and corporate lobbyists -- or intimi-
dated by the corrupt leftist media -- into supporting open 
borders and amnesty for tens of millions of illegal aliens. 

Yet, President Trump and the vast majority of rank-and-
file Republicans support a border wall to end the illegal 
and dangerous invasion of the U.S. by the dregs and 
criminals of Third World. They also oppose "amnesty" for 
illegal aliens already here.   
 
While recent Democrat Party Platforms give lip service to 
the need for "reforming" U.S. immigration laws, this is 
merely camouflage for their support of open borders and 
amnesty for illegals. At every turn, "Democrats" in the 
House and Senate have fought President Trump's efforts 
to build a border wall and to apprehend and deport crim-
inal immigrants. They frequently use corrupt federal 
judges to issue injunctions to halt all efforts to address 
the matter.  
 
GUN CONTROL: Among most "Democrats," gun confis-
cation and repeal of the 2nd Amendment is as high a pri-
ority as abortion-on-demand. Most  of the 2020 Demo-
crat Presidential Primary candidates supported some 
form of gun control measure, including confiscation. In 
most "blue" states and the large urban areas controlled 
by "Democrats," there are severe gun restrictions already 
in place. 
 
In sharp contrast, the Republican Party has fought to pre-
serve the 2nd Amendment, and its elected Members of 
Congress have consistently voted against most efforts by 
"Democrats" to erode the Right to Keep and Bear Arms 
guaranteed by the Second Amendment.  
 
It was a Republican House, Senate and White House that 
repealed the Clinton-era gun limits, and also enacted fed-
eral legislation to establish legislative immunity for gun-
manufacturers to protect them from absurd and frivolous 
lawsuits designed to bankrupt them.  
 
CENSORSHIP: I am unaware of any serious efforts in my 
lifetime by Republicans to censor political opposition. 
Most Republicans recognize that the First Amendment's 
guarantees are as vital as those of the 2nd Amendment.  
 
On the other hand, the "Democrat" Party's leftist allies 
feverishly work to obstruct the civil liberties of everyone 

(Continued on page 10) 

2020 Battle Lines 
By Earl P. Holt III 
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with whom they disagree. Thugs like "Anti-Fa" and Black 
Lives Matter routinely use violent assaults to disrupt the 
rights of free speech and peaceable assembly of their 
Republican and conservative opposition. 
 
Meanwhile, leftist allies of the "Democrat" Party in social 
media relentlessly "de-platform" everyone to the right of 
Bernie Sanders, often for merely stating facts that are a 
matter of public record. Kickstarter, Pay-Pal and similar 
"on-line crowd funding sites" routinely deny access or 
close accounts of their conservative or Republican ene-
mies, no matter how benign or accurate the message. 
 
RULE OF LAW: Democrats have repeatedly proved their 
contempt for the Rule of Law and continuously work to 
subvert it, and the 2000 General Election was a perfect 
example. "Democrats" insisted that the Florida vote re-
count be conducted only in a handful of Florida's 67 
counties, all of which were heavily "blue" and would have 
generated a victory for Al Gore by virtue of skewed and 
fraudulent tallies.  
 
The only reason a Florida recount was necessary in the 
first place was owing to massive black and "Democrat" 
voter fraud. So-called "dimpled," "pregnant" and 
"hanging" chad are the by-product of efforts to illegally 
punch through wads of ballots that are thicker than the 
length of the "stylus" used to "vote" them. In fact, mas-
sive voter fraud is a crucial electoral strategy for the 
"Democrat" Party, and has been for decades.  
 
Another example involves the coup by "Democrats" in 
the "Deep State" to destroy Donald Trump as a candidate 
and later, as President. Here, a criminal conspiracy by 

Obama holdovers in the FBI, CIA, NSA and State Depart-
ment used fabricated and altered evidence to initiate an 
investigation into every aspect of Donald Trump's life and 
those of his family and campaign staffers. President 
Trump was subjected to three years of an open-ended 
inquisition by "Democrat" political enemies.  
 
When this endeavor failed, the House ignored its true 
responsibilities and began a fraudulent "Impeachment" 
investigation based on flawed "evidence" and concocted 
behind closed doors with no semblance of Due Process. 
The House Intelligence Committee's "Democrat" majority 
first auditioned and then cherry-picked witnesses, and 
then studiously hid exculpatory evidence from the public 
for two full years.  
 
They also closed their secret hearings to all other House 
membership, and prevented Republican members from 
calling ANY witnesses. Finally, when House Intelligence 
Committee Hearings were eventually held in public, 
Chairman Adam Schiff interrupted crucial questioning by 
Republican members and ruled those questions "out of 
order" before admonishing witnesses not to answer.  
 
Adam Schiff and House "Democrats" behaved very much 
like Andrey Vyshinski, who served as both judge and 
prosecutor during the infamous "Moscow Show-Trials" in 
the 1950s. He's the guy who declared, "Show me the 
man and I'll show you the crime."  
 
Today there are truly profound differences between the 
two parties, above and beyond the areas of abortion, 
immigration, gun-control, censorship, and respect for 
Rule of Law. Anyone who fails to recognize these differ-
ences probably needs to be potted and watered twice a 
week. 

BATTLE LINES (Continued from page 9) 
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A Time for Blunt Truth 
By Earl P. Holt III 

When black savages rioted in Harlem back in 1964, a New 
York Times Editorial Page Editor named Anthony Lewis 
offered the usual alibis and excuse-mongering routinely 
found among Jewish leftists. He wrote "They are rioting 
because they are hungry." To his eternal credit, William 
F. Buckley replied: "They must have been thirsty, too, 
because they hit the liquor stores first." 
 
It should be obvious to anyone with a three-digit IQ that 
blacks have always been willing to use any pretense to 
steal or destroy property they happen to covet. They find 
hurricanes and tornadoes to be just as useful as "cop-
killings" when they feel such an urge. It's what they do 
and it's in their genes, kind of like dunking a basketball, 
driving without a license, or running from the PO-lice. 
 

Those who are quick to condemn the Min-
neapolis police officers in whose custody 
George Floyd died, should take a gander at 
the violent and savage nature of the rioters 
they see each night on TV: They will recog-
nize that this is the cesspool sludge those 
police officers must deal with every day of 
their lives. It's a wonder they do so well. 
 
It is likely that most of the destructive black savages who 
rioted and burned parts of Minneapolis had never heard 
of George Floyd, whose death provided the pretense for 
their violence and thievery. All those white communists 
and Antifa organizers knew about Floyd, but not the 
functionally-illiterate, black street-nigro rioters com-
mitting most of the violence: They weren't protesting the 
death of George Floyd, they were seizing an opportunity 
to "hit a lick," as it's so artfully put it in the hood.  
 

Next time there is a Mayoral Election in 
Minneapolis or an election for Governor in 
Minnesota, whites should remember the 
impotence of the city's mayor and the 

state's governor, exposed for all the world 
to see. Contrast the many draconian execu-
tive orders during the COVID-19 epidemic -- 
capriciously imposed on law-abiding citizens 
-- with the timidity and cowardice these 
leaders showed by allowing the rioters and 
arsonists to burn, steal and riot with impu-
nity. 
 
Those who assume that our largest cities can be taken 
back from such violent, lawless and retarded black gar-
bage -- and returned to the kind of law-abiding and effi-
cient places they were before the 1960s -- are deluding 
themselves. This would be the demographic equivalent 
of "putting the toothpaste back in the tube." 
 
Our large cities are hopelessly lost to this "black plague," 
which is as disinterested in law and order as it is in sexual 
abstinence. Those who think that whites can successfully 
reclaim the loss of our large, urban areas ought to famil-
iarize themselves with the story of Sisyphus. 
 
The relocation of the Holy Roman Empire to Istanbul 
should be the inspiration for every white American citi-
zen to get as far away from our large, inner-cities as ge-
ography and resources permit. Leave those areas to the 
nigs, who will be stacked along the highways like chord-
wood without whites to feed, clothe, educate, house and 
give them "free stuff." White race-traitors who remain 
behind will get what they deserve, and probably end up 
in the pot.  
 
Blacks will kill each other until their numbers are man-
ageable. In the meantime, we whites can reclaim our civi-
lization and live in a decent environment like we did until 
the insanity of 1960s, when so-called civil rights 
"reformers" turned Africanus criminalis loose upon inno-
cent and law-abiding people to the eternal detriment of 
white, Christian America. 
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The REAL Donald Trump 
By Earl P. Holt III 

In September of 1986, 66 year-old Annabel Hill was faced 
with losing the farm that had remained in her family for 
five generations. Eight months before, her husband had 
committed suicide in a desperate ploy to salvage the 
farm with the proceeds of his life insurance policy.  
 
Two consecutive years of drought in Waynesboro, Geor-
gia had left the Hills with more than $300,000 in debts. 
She was facing foreclosure and  the auction of her farm, 
since the proceeds from her late husband's life insurance 
policy were about half the amount needed to repay their 
creditors.  
 
Atlanta businessman Frank Argenbright took an interest 
in Mrs. Hill's plight, and invited her to appear with him at 
a news conference in Atlanta to explain her predicament. 
Their news conference was broadcast on NBC Nightly 
News, and was seen by Donald Trump. 
 
Any decent person would be saddened and genuinely 
sympathetic over the plight of Annabel Hill: Unlike the 
rest of us, Donald Trump actually DID something about 
it. He contacted Fred Argenbright and got the phone 
number for the bank holding the mortgage on the Hill's 
farm, and then called it to inquire how he could help. 
 
Trump spoke to a bank vice-president, who informed him 
that it was too late to help because the bank intended to 
foreclose on the farm and that "nothing or no one is go-
ing to stop it." This poor guy hadn't reckoned with the 
force known as Donald Trump who, in desperation, re-
sorted to a bluff: If the bank foreclosed, he vowed to sue 
the bank for wrongful death on behalf of Annabel Hill, 
on the basis of the bank having hounded Mrs. Hill's late 
husband until he committed suicide. 
 
The bank's officers blinked, and then sold Trump and Ar-
genbright a 30-day option to purchase the Hill's farm 
through the Federal Land Bank, cancelling the auction 
that was a mere two hours away. Friends and family who 
had come to the courthouse to commiserate with the 
Hills were brought to tears at the prospect of a legitimate 
rescue plan. 
 
Trump and Argenbright immediately launched a 30-day 
drive to raise the $187,000 needed to satisfy the balance 

of the mortgage. Through their contacts they raised 
$109,000, including $20,000 from the fans of the late 
Don Imus. Donald Trump and a Dallas farmer named Tom 
McKamy split the remaining balance of $78,000. 
 
Annabel Hill celebrated Christmas of 1986 at the atrium 
of the Trump Tower, where the news media and many 
generous people -- who had contributed to the fund-
raiser to save her farm -- gathered to watch her burn 
her farm's now "satisfied" mortgage documents. 
 
Trump kept in touch with Annabel Hill long after their 
Christmas celebration at Trump Tower. He would call An-
nabel on the phone to see how she was doing long after 
the publicity ended. After their farm was saved, Anna-
bel's son Jim claims the Hill Family became unofficial 
spokesmen for other farmers losing their land through 
foreclosure. 
 
Annabel Hill died at the age of 91 in 2011. She went to 
her grave believing that Trump saved her farm because 
"...God touched his heart." She once stated that her hus-
band's death had not been in vain only because of the 
generosity of Donald Trump and others who came to 
her rescue when she needed help. 
 
There are dozens of similar examples of Trump's gener-
osity: however, conspicuously absent are similar exam-
ples of charitable works by members of the Corrupt Left-
ist Media or those "Democrat" politicians who do their 
bidding. None seem to have done anything even remote-
ly resembling Donald Trump's acts of kindness and be-
nevolence.   
 
If you are unaware of President Trump's philanthropic 
endeavors, you need to reevaluate your source of news. 
Your news is being filtered by the Corrupt Leftist Media, 
who despise President Trump because he is not a Marxist 
or globalist traitor as they all are. That's why you may 
never have heard of Annabel Hill. May she Rest in Peace. 
 
(For other examples of Donald Trump's compassion and 
humanity, see "Trump Does the Unimaginable" by Liz 
Crokin at frontpagemag.com.) 
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The Psychology and Psychiatry professions employ a 
term of art called “Projection,” which describes the phe-
nomenon of individuals who are quick to attribute their 
own character flaws to others. This is like the habitual 
thief who is convinced that everyone ELSE is crooked. 
 
Nowhere is this characteristic more obvious than among 
deranged leftists in the "Democrat" Party, particularly in 
regard to their relentless accusations of wrongdoing 
against President Trump. Most, if not all accusations are 
entirely fraudulent -- while at the same time -- remain 
demonstrably true of Trump's lying and deranged accus-
ers.  
 
Weaponizing Government: In late April of 2020, Presi-
dent Trump authorized Attorney General William Barr to 
declassify any documents at the Justice Department or 
elsewhere demonstrating the Obama Administration's 
"weaponization" of federal agencies to engage in a 
"coup" against President Trump.  
 
This was immediately denounced by many "Democrats" 
and other leftists in language similar to the following 
from a New York Times correspondent: “What we now 
have here is the full weight of law enforcement of the 
US government being deployed against the president’s 
perceived enemies.” 
 
Leftists remain oblivious to the mountain of evidence 
exposing the role Obama played in coordinating the un-
constitutional and treasonous use of his intelligence and 
law enforcement agencies to destroy his political opposi-
tion.  
 
They turned a blind eye to Obama's use of the FBI, CIA, 
NSA, Justice and State Departments to spy on and frame 
Donald Trump, as well as his family, friends, business as-
sociates and campaign staff. Obama's defenders also re-
main disinterested in the "un-masking" of hundreds of 
Trump campaign and transition staff by the intel agencies 
and State Department, even though their only "crimes" 
were to support Donald Trump for President. 
 
Dirty cops and the intelligence community used uncon-
stitutional and illegal tactics to try to overthrow a duly-

elected President, but the only outcry by the left and its 
corrupt leftist media allies occurred when the dirty 
cops, themselves, came under legitimate scrutiny by the 
Justice Department.  
  
RUSSIAN "COLLUSION": It has been proved beyond a 
shadow of a doubt that Donald Trump did not engage in 
"collusion" with Russia to influence the 2016 Presidential 
Election. However, it's a matter of public record that his 
opponent, Hillary Clinton DID engage in such behavior, 
thus affording a perfect example of "projection." 
 
Trump's exoneration is beyond doubt: Trump, his family, 
campaign staff, business dealings, attorneys, and transi-
tion team were all investigated by the FBI for a year, and 
then for two more years by the Special Counsel's office. 
After full cooperation with investigators that involved 
millions of documents and thousands of interviews, the 
charges against Trump were proved to be totally base-
less. In fact, they were fabricated. 
 
At the same time, we know with absolute certainty that 
Hillary Clinton and the Democrat National Committee 
laundered $12 Million through the Perkins-Coei Law Firm 
to fund Fusion GPS, an opposition research firm hired to 
smear President Trump. The ultimate source of their 
efforts was fabricated and phony "evidence" planted by 
Russian intelligence agencies, who desperately wanted 
Hillary Clinton to be elected president.  
 
The Russians knew Clinton was vulnerable to blackmail 
by virtue of her "Uranium One" deal with them when 
she served as Secretary of State. Clinton sold Russia 20% 
of our precious Uranium reserves in exchange for $145 
Million in laundered money from Russian oligarchs to 
her Clinton Family Crime Foundation. Russia desperate-
ly wanted Hillary Clinton to be president because they 
knew she could be bribed, and they could blackmail her 
over her "Uranium One" dealings. 
 
ABUSE OF POWER: The lame and amateurish charges 
levelled against President Trump during the phony and 
partisan House Impeachment Hearings in 2019 included 
the charge that he engaged in an "abuse of power." This 

(Continued on page 14) 

“Projection” 
By Earl P. Holt III 
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So-called “Democrats” and their leftist allies have consist-
ently sided with our mortal enemies ever since the Bol-
shevik Revolution. It is clear they consider Republicans, 
conservatives, Christians, Libertarians and most of the 
American Electorate to be greater threats to their agenda 
than either Islamic-Marxist terrorists or the communist 
nations that seek to destroy us.  
 
"Democrats" correctly recognize that ideologically, they 
have more in common with our enemies than with de-
cent Americans. For example, we now know that Senator 
Ted Kennedy (D-Chappaquiddick,) met with the Soviet 

Union's leadership several times to advise them on tac-
tics to  oppose and undermine President Ronald Reagan's 
policies to reverse Soviet expansionism in the 1980s.  
 
A more recent example involves the willingness of 
"Democrats" and their news media allies to parrot the lies 
of communist China and help it cover up the source of 
China's COVID-19 pandemic. Honest observers recog-
nized the obvious role that China's Level IV Virology Lab 
in the Wuhan Province played as its origin, and discount-
ed the ludicrous theory that  Wuhan's "wet-markets" 

(Continued on page 15) 

charge was based on Trump's July 25th "courtesy" phone 
call to newly-elected Ukrainian President Volodymyr 
Zelensky. During the call, Trump asked Zelensky if he 
would inquire into Joe Biden's questionable dealings with 
Zelensky's predecessors while Biden was Vice President.  
 
As Chief Executive, Donald Trump is the chief law en-
forcement officer of the United States. It would have 
been a dereliction of duty had he not pursued Joe 
Biden's obvious attempts to extort Ukrainian officials to 
benefit his wastrel son. Had any GOP office-holder con-
ducted himself as Joe Biden did as Vice President, House 
"Democrats" would have Impeached Trump for NOT 
making inquiries into their conduct. 
 
Previously, during a candid interview at the Council on 
Foreign Relations (CFR,) then-Vice President Biden 
crowed to a roomful of plutocrats how he had threat-
ened to withhold over $1 Billion in U.S. aid to the Ukraine 
unless Ukrainian Prosecutor--General Victor Shokin was 
fired. Biden didn't randomly select Shokin's name from a 
Ukrainian phonebook, Shokin was investigating Burisma 
Holdings, a firm owned by a corrupt Ukrainian oligarch 
on whose Board of Directors Joe Biden's son, Hunter 
served for several years. 
 
While serving on the Board of Burisma Holdings, Hunter 
Biden and his business partner laundered $16 Million 
through their firm, Rosemont Seneca Partners. Both 
served on the Board of this natural gas company despite 

having no experience in the energy industry, no 
knowledge of the Ukrainian or Russian languages, and 
despite the fact that neither could find the Ukraine on a 
map. 
 
Prosecutor-General Shokin was conducting an investiga-
tion into Burisma Holdings based on its corrupt owner's 
role in the earlier theft of $1.8 Billion in U.S. aid to 
Ukraine's war-ravaged economy. Victor Shokin told John 
Solomon of The Hill that he had “specific plans” to inves-
tigate Burisma Holdings and “all members of the Execu-
tive Board, including Hunter Biden.” Shokin's removal 
made it obvious to President Trump and everyone else 
where that U.S. aid money went. 
 
House “Democrats” meticulously ignored ALL evidence 
involving the Bidens. Taking its cue from the phony and 
partisan allegations of a disloyal NSA whistle-blower, 
House Democrats then accused Donald Trump of an 
attempt to extort President Zelensky unless he caved to 
Trump’s request that Zelensky pursue an investigation 
of Biden's conduct.  
 
Yet, House "Democrats" never anticipated that President 
Trump would de-classify the Zelensky phone call and 
make an unredacted transcript available to the media. 
When he did so, it did not include even a hint of the ex-
tortion that House “Democrats” had falsely and shame-
lessly alleged. However, Biden's extortion is a matter of 
public record, and digitally preserved forever in that 
CFR video. 

PROJECTION (Continued from page 13) 

Aid & Comfort 
By Earl P. Holt III 
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were the source of its transmission to human popula-
tions.  
 
As is often the case with those who tell the truth about 
the systemic lies of communist governments, individuals 
who reported the truth were denounced as "conspiracy-
theorists" or "paranoids." They were also denounced for 
pointing out communist China's obvious cover-up of the 
growing epidemic, that allowed the virus to spread to 
every continent on the globe and become a true pan-
demic.  
 
SOVIET UNION: Despite relentless efforts by the Jews' 
Media to hide this fact, FDR's Administration became the 
world's largest employer of Soviet espionage agents out-
side of the USSR. Thanks to the Freedom of Information 
Act, we now have incontrovertible evidence in the form 
of decoded transmissions between Moscow to its agents 
servicing the Roosevelt Administration, termed 
"VENONA" by U.S. Army code-breakers. 
 
These decrypted transmissions have allowed experts to 
identify these traitors by their very code-names, and ex-
pose hundreds of Soviet NKVD and GRU espionage 
agents employed by the federal government. These were 
just some of the many individuals who served Soviet 
Communism, often from powerful positions in the 
"Democrat" administrations of FDR and Truman during 
World War II and its aftermath.   
 
Prominent examples within the highest echelons of FDR’s 
Treasury Department alone include Harry Dexter White 
(Soviet codename “Jurist,”) Solomon Adler (“Sachs,”) 
Harold Glasser (“Ruble,”) Frank Coe (“Peak,”) William H. 
Taylor (“Acorn,”) and Sonia Gold  (“Zhenia.”) These em-
ployees at the top of the Treasury Department constitut-
ed the infamous "Silvermaster" spy ring described by de-
fectors Whittaker Chambers and Elizabeth Bentley in 
their testimony before the House Un-American Activities 
Committee (HUAC .)  
 
FDR's Chief of Staff, a man named Lauchlin Currie (Soviet 
code-name "Page,") was also a Soviet spy, as was Harry 
Hopkins (Soviet code-name "Agent 19,") the man who 
negotiated and executed the "Lend-Lease" program to 
arm the Soviet Union before and during W.W. II. Hopkins 
also secretly and illegally shipped the Soviets all the Ura-

nium he could gather, so Stalin could build a nuclear 
weapon based on the designs his agents stole from the 
Manhattan Project, also with the help of Hopkins and the 
many Soviet agents embedded there.  
 
Likewise, Alger Hiss, who was given almost SINGULAR 
responsibility for negotiating the Yalta Treaty, was both 
an NKVD and a GRU agent. He was recruited inde-
pendently by both Soviet spy agencies, and given the 
code-names "Mars" by the GRU and "Lawyer" by the 
NKVD. Hiss was the man who sealed the fate of post-war 
Eastern Europe by handing it to his Soviet masters at Yal-
ta.  
 
IRAN DEAL: Barack Hussein Obama and his corrupt and 
traitorous Administration released $150 Billion in Iranian 
assets frozen by the international banking system, and 
also gave Iran several billion dollars in U.S. currency. 
Worse yet, these traitors also effectively gave Iran per-
mission to build a nuclear weapon. They gave away the 
store in order to give Obama an illusory foreign policy 
"triumph."  
 
Sober analysis indicates Iran conceded little in return for 
the lifting of U.S. sanctions, and most knowledgeable ex-
perts claimed that the deal was neither beneficial to the 
U.S. nor verifiable. Since the International Atomic Energy 
Agency (IAEA) was not authorized under the treaty to 
inspect military or missile facilities, the deal had no real 
enforcement provisions. In the opinion of most, Iran 
could easily develop a nuclear weapon without the IAEA 
knowing of it and indeed, it probably has. 
 
With the exception of the Yalta agreement -- in which we 
surrendered Eastern Europe to the Soviet Union -- this 
may be the worst "treaty" ever entered into by the U.S. 
There was no legitimate justification for it, since Iran was 
and remains the world's leading sponsor of terrorism.  
 
It was treasonous to help Iran fund terrorism and equally 
so to implicitly grant Iran our permission to build a nucle-
ar weapon. It was also proof of Obama's sympathy and 
loyalty toward Islam, an anti-Western “religion” with a 
dark agenda that includes destroying the West and all 
infidels. 
 
VENEZUELA: This once-profoundly oil-rich nation is cur-
rently in dire economic straits, and has been for many 

AID (Continued from page 14) 
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years. Venezuela is merely the most recent example of 
the economic catastrophe and the political chaos that 
always accompany the imposition of socialism.  
 
Venezuela languishes in poverty and corruption because 
the Chavez Regime -- and the Maduro Regime that fol-
lowed it --- were a criminal element masquerading as 
socialist “reformers.” The revenues of its state-owned oil 
company (PDVSA,) should have raised the standard of 
living for Venezuela's citizens, but instead, that wealth 
was plundered by Chavez and Maduro's socialist klep-
tocracy.  
 
Yet, the plundering of Venezuela’s oil wealth by socialists 
did not deter Crazy Bernie Sanders (Socialist-Moscow) 
from stating on his website: “These days the American 
dream is more apt to be realized in South America, in 
such places as...Venezuela, where incomes are actually 
more equal...” Incomes are more "equal" in Venezuela, 
because socialism has equally impoverished everyone 
but its socialist dictators.   
  
Bernie Sanders provided Hugo Chavez -- and his succes-
sor --with the political "cover" they needed to exploit the 
wealth and civil liberties of their own people, just as so-
cialism has always done. It is no coincidence that Bernie 
Sanders was praised as his “revolutionary friend” by Nico-
las Maduro, the equally corrupt and brutal successor to 
Hugo Chavez.  
 
CHINA: Several times in the last year, "Democrat" Presi-
dential Nominee Joe Biden has downplayed the signifi-
cance of the threat that Red China poses to the U.S., both 
strategically and economically. In a May of 2019 refer-
ence to communist China, Biden stated "Come on, man…
I mean, you know, they’re not bad folks, folks. But guess 
what, they’re not competition for us.” 
 
As Vice President, Joe Biden had been made the “bag-
man” for China in the second Obama Administration. On 
a trip Biden and his wastrel son Hunter took to China in 
2013, Hunter Biden was given $1.5 Billion of Chinese 
money to invest in his private equity firm, Rosemont Sen-
eca Partners. We now know exactly what China pur-
chased from Joe Biden in return for all that bribe money. 
 

In return for the $1.5 Billion, it became Biden’s task to 
minimize or dismiss communist China's perceived threat 
to the United States, both as a military force and as an 
economic competitor. Communist China recognized a 
strategic advantage in having a former Vice President of 
the U.S. disseminating disinformation that might encour-
age America to lower its guard and view China as an ally 
and trading partner, rather than as the military and eco-
nomic threat it actually is and will remain. 
   
NICARAGUA: In the late 1970s, the Soviet Union's Cuban 
"proxies" overthrew the governments of several Latin 
American nations friendly to the U.S., and then installed 
Cuban-styled dictatorships. One of these was Nicaragua, 
where the communist Sandinistas imposed a military dic-
tatorship and martial law that quickly shut down its dem-
ocratic opposition. 
 
In an effort to reverse the gains of the Soviets and Cu-
bans, the Reagan Administration repeatedly tried to fund 
the non-communist guerilla force (called "Contras,") who 
valiantly fought the Sandinista seizure of their nation. At 
every step of the way, "Democrats" in Congress worked 
to undermine and subvert President Reagan's efforts to 
send military aid to the Contras. By the late 1980s, Con-
gressional "Democrats" even cut-off humanitarian aid in 
the form of medical supplies to the Contras.  
 
TERRORISTS: In addition to narco-terrorists who hold the 
Mexican people and its government hostage in many of 
its provinces, our southern border is constantly assailed 
by a variety of terrorists from around the world who rec-
ognize its vulnerabile and porous nature. Despite Presi-
dent Trump's exhaustive efforts to remedy this situation 
with a border wall, Congressional "Democrats" have re-
peatedly worked to undermine and defund these efforts 
at every step.    
 
"Democrats" in the House and Senate have fought Presi-
dent Trump at every turn in an effort to deny funding for 
a border wall that would effectively exclude narco-
terrorists. Nine times they have enlisted their henchmen 
in the federal judiciary to temporarily halt President 
Trump's efforts to fund the wall from other areas of the 
budget, such as the Corps of Engineers, the Defense 
Budget, or Homeland Security Budget.  
 

AID (Continued from page 15) 
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For a week, the Jews' Media, race-hustlers and other 
communists have obsessed over the wrongful death of 
George Floyd. Floyd was a felon convicted of armed rob-
bery in 2007, who was engaged in passing a counterfeit 
$20 bill when arrested by police, in whose custody he 
was inexcusably murdered in Minneapolis.  
 

Meanwhile, their selective indignation al-
lowed them to studiously ignore a number 
of recent black murders of INNOCENT 
whites, each  an incident that didn't fit their 
preferred narrative. 
 
The Jews' Media's standard narrative is one in which in-
nocent black victims are constantly under assault by vio-
lent white assailants. Sadly, interracial violent crime only 
serves their purposes when the victim is black and the 
perpetrator is white.  
 
To advance their phony narrative, any white-on-black 
violent crime committed in the U.S. instantly becomes 
the “lead” story for days on end and sometimes weeks: 
Meanwhile, black-on-white violent crimes are routinely 
“spiked” by the Jews' Media, and receive only local cover-
age.  
 
Below is a small sampling of several recent incidents of 
black-on-white murders that the Jews’ Media intentional-
ly ignored, in contrast to the endless coverage given the 

murder of George Floyd, a repeat felon who died in po-
lice custody.  
 
Elderly Couple: An elderly white couple in their 80s 
were hunted down and assassinated by a 29 year-old 
nigro with a scoped rifle in May of 2020. Their murderer 
was named Sheldon Francis, and the incident occurred in 
Delaware. The elderly couple was from Maryland and 
were innocently visiting  their son’s grave at a  veteran's 
cemetery at the time of their murder.  
 
Joseph Bullock was a 42 year-old white man and 19-year 
veteran of the Florida Highway Patrol who was murdered 
by a nigro motorist in Palm City, Florida in February of 
2020. Officer Bullock was trying to assist this cretin with 
his disabled vehicle on I-95 when the witless black ape 
shot and killed him. The moron was apparently incensed 
at having his car towed involuntarily from the "shoulder" 
of I-95.  
 
Rosalie Cook: Was a white, 80 year-old Houston widow 
who was murdered in May of 2020 by a 38 year-old black 
career criminal, who was out on bond when he stabbed 
her to death in the course of an attempt to steal her 
purse and vehicle.  
 
Fortunately, a police officer quickly responded to the sce-
ne and killed the black bastard with two shots as he 
emerged from the victim's car with his knife and attempt-
ed to stab the officer, as well. This psychotic ape had 
been previously arrested 67 times. 

(Continued on page 18) 

Likewise, the "Democrats" who run "sanctuary states" 
like California routinely release violent felons from coun-
ty jails without notifying Immigration Control and En-
forcement (ICE) officials. And, in what is a potentially 
devastating blow to our electoral system, the 
"Democrats" in many "blue" states have allowed these 
same illegal invaders to vote and thus, undermine our 
electoral system.  

 

Whether communist adversaries, Islamic 
terrorist enemies, or narco-terrorists, the so
-called "Democrat" Party can always be 
counted on to side with America's mortal 
enemies. They recognize who their ideologi-
cal allies are, and so should we.  

AID (Continued from page 16) 

The Beams in Their Eyes 
By Earl P. Holt III 

And why beholdest thou the mote that is in thy brother's eye, but considerest not the beam that is in thine own eye? 
(KJV, Matthew 7:3) 
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Religious Freedom and the “Lockdown” 
By V. P. Hughes 

Katie Thyne was a 24 year-old white, female police 
officer in Newport News, Virginia who was questioning a 
nigro driver about his possible drug possession in January 
of 2020 when he attempted to flee in his vehicle, crush-
ing her to death when the car crashed. She leaves behind 
her fiancé and a two year-old daughter. Of course, the 
nigro was out on bond from an earlier felony. 
 
Kristopher Dacus was a 33 year-old white man who was 
an employee of a cemetery in North Little Rock, Arkan-
sas. In February of 2020, he insisted that four black male 
trespassers leave the cemetery. One of the four, a teen-
ager, refused to comply and after a brief scuffle, pulled 
out a gun and shot the victim multiple times. 
 

Melissa Hamilton was a 50 year-old white woman who 
worked as an addiction counselor in Nashville, Tennes-
see, who was murdered by a black bastard in December 
of 2019. Her nigro murderer stabbed her 73 times and 
raped her, as well. She is survived by her husband.  
 

The simple truth is that blacks are practical-
ly synonymous with violent crime, and mur-
der in particular. It is a glaringly dishonest 
strategy of the left to feign outrage over the 
very rare cases of blacks murdered by white 
cops, while conveniently turning a blind eye 
to the tens of thousands of murders com-
mitted by blacks each year in the U.S. 

BEAMS (Continued from page 17) 

All across the United States, governmental authorities at 
every level are busily restricting the movement of peo-
ple, including when they can leave their homes and in 
what activities they can engage when they do. These re-
strictions seriously interfere with our religious practices 
and worship, a direct violation of the First Amendment's 
"free exercise" of religion clause.  
 
Government restrictions currently impacting religious 
practices around the country include the following: Re-
strictions on "nonessential" activities that directly impact 
places of worship;  Restrictions on the ability of clergy to 
travel, as part of the general restrictions on movement; 
And there are restrictions on meetings and gatherings of 
people above a certain arbitrary number that varies be-
tween 10 and 50. 
 
The federal government has not set policies explicitly 
restricting  worship services, although it encourages ob-
servance of state and local restrictions. The Department 
of Homeland Security (DHS) has issued guidelines for 
“essential workers,” and these include “clergy for essen-
tial support." According to DHS, clergy are critical to the 
current crisis and must remain able to operate. 
 
But at the state level, many governors have implemented 
much broader restrictions and it is these policies that 
have impacted the ability of churches to function and 

religious believers to gather. Equally important, they con-
flict with the First Amendment's Free Exercise of Religion 
clause, and its Right to Peaceably Assemble. 
 
Over 40 states have instituted orders restricting religious 
gatherings. Most states will only allow people to leave 
their homes for “essential” purposes , such as to obtain 
food or medical supplies. They have also restricted how 
many people can gather in one place at a time, usually 
10. But other states treat religious gatherings differently: 
Some have allowed them to continue to function in some 
fashion, while others -- mostly “blue” states -- have con-
sidered them distinctly "nonessential."  
 
* Twelve states have designated places of worship as 
"essential," allowing them to remain open under certain 
conditions: Alabama, Colorado, Delaware, Florida, Indi-
ana, Mississippi, New Hampshire, North Carolina, Ohio, 
South Carolina, Tennessee and Texas. 
 
* Five states have deemed travel to church essential but 
do not allow services of more than 10 people: Louisiana, 
Missouri, New Jersey, North Carolina and West Virginia. 
 
* Three states have declared clergy and religious employ-
ees as essential: Massachusetts, Minnesota and New 
Hampshire. 

(Continued on page 19) 
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* Three states have not designated churches as essential, 
but have allowed them to remain open: Michigan, New 
York and Pennsylvania. 
 
The Governor of Kansas originally exempted churches, 
but subsequently reversed himself. However, the Kansas 
Attorney General found this violates the Kansas Constitu-
tion and state statutes, and strongly discouraged law en-
forcement from attempting to enforce it. 
 
Twenty-nine states have no policy recognizing religious 
services or employees as essential, or otherwise provide 
restrictions on religious services and employees as part 
of what we are told are their efforts to combat corona-
virus. 
 

Certain local governments have also set their own poli-
cies. Some, like Louisville, Kentucky went so far as to re-
strict Easter services, including “drive-in” services that 
allow people to worship in their cars.  
 
A federal district court judge issued a temporary restrain-
ing order against the enforcement of that restriction. 
Judge Justin Walker held that the Mayor and police force 
violated the First Amendment and that the city appeared 
to be targeting religious practices and likely violated the 
Constitution and state law.  
 
In some jurisdictions such as Louisville and Greenville 
Kentucky, mayors have prohibited churches from hosting 
“drive-in” services. In his temporary restraining order 
against Greenville, District Judge Walker wrote, “An 
American mayor criminalized the communal celebration 
of Easter...The Mayor’s decision is stunning...and it is, 
beyond all reason, unconstitutional.” 

LOCKDOWN (Continued from page 18) 

That sleaze-ball Rahm Emanuel is famous for having ad-
vised Barack Obama never to let a crisis go unexploited. 

Yet, a crisis can be valuable by affording an oppor-
tunity for the electorate to get a glimpse at how 
elected officials feel about the exercise of power.  
 
In the case of the coronavirus, it has exposed the authori-
tarian instincts of so-called "Democrats," a characteristic 
that should already be clear to anyone with an IQ above 
that of a potted plant. 
 
By now, most readers probably know that Nancy Pelosi 
and House "Democrats" attempted to hold hostage the 
Trump Administration's financial relief efforts for small 
businesses. She and her ilk demanded billions for pet 
projects like Planned Parenthood, a "Universal Basic In-
come" program, ObamaCare and the Kennedy Center 
for the Performing Arts.   
 
Michigan Governor Gretchen Whitmer is a another good 
example. Her response to the coronavirus was to lock-
down the state, while making exceptions for liquor 
stores, lottery sales, marijuana shops and abortion mills. 
She imposed all kinds of petty and trifling restrictions 

that make even less sense, such as permitting fishing only 
from kayaks but not from motorized craft. 
 
When thousands of protesters showed up in Lansing to 
demonstrate against her arbitrary  and capricious re-
strictions, she called the protest a "political rally," and 
threatened to extend Michigan's involuntary quarantine 
and "stay-at-home orders" well into the summer as a pu-
nitive measure. 
 
Similarly, in an interview on Fox News, New Jersey's 
"Democrat" Governor Phil Murphy was asked about the 
constitutionality of his Executive Order mandating "social 
distancing" in that state. He glibly replied that when he 
imposed the order, "he wasn't thinking about the Bill of 
Rights" because "That's above my pay-grade."  
 
At least he was honest about his heavy-handed and blind 
exercise of power, although he did swear to "support the 
Constitution of the United States" when he was inaugu-
rated in 2018. That was two years before he trampled on 
the First Amendment and outlawed all religious services 
in New Jersey. 
 

(Continued on page 20) 

That "Authoritarian Impulse" 
By Earl P. Holt III 
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Poetic Justice (Part II) 
By Earl P. Holt III 

Although credit is often mistakenly attributed to Shake-
speare, it was the 17th Century literary critic Thomas 
Rymer who coined the term “poetic justice.” Poetic jus-
tice occurs when some particularly vile or menacing indi-
vidual receives a fitting and appropriate end, and usually 
replete with irony. 
 
The following are examples of poetic justice, and many 
are so perfectly appropriate that at times, they even hint 
at the possibility of Divine Intervention: 
 
Joshua White: Joshua White was a 23-year-old child of 
leftist, counter-culture parents who grew up in San Fran-
cisco. He was a devoted, but naïve liberal, who became a 
child care worker for ghetto children and worked as a 
teacher's aide for retarded black pupils at Martin Luther 
King Middle School. In March of 1997, he was gunned-
down for no reason by a black baboon, who approached 
him with a gun, bellowing “You want to f*ck with me?”  
 
Joshua White's parents were stoic to the end. Despite 
their grief, they did what leftists always do, they blamed 
society and not the killer. The father stated, “The vio-
lence and despair that is growing among young people 
just reached right into our home and took our son. The 
guy who killed my son might have grown up with more 
respect for other people if he'd had decent schools and 
programs and playgrounds.” 
 

Of course, the truth is far uglier: Had Joshua White’s par-
ents done a proper job of rearing him, he might still be 
alive. A proper rearing would have involved repeated 
warnings about the violent, savage, witless and predato-
ry nature of Africanus criminalis, the Great American Ni-
gro.  
 
A proper raising would also have included stern warnings 
to avoid blacks whenever possible, in which case Joshua 
might have done as most intelligent whites usually do, 
and gotten as far away from these black bastards as ge-
ography and income permitted. 
 
Tyler Wingate: A naïve 24-year-old white male named 
Tyler Wingate was savagely beaten to death on Detroit’s 
west side in 2019 following a minor fender-bender. The 
murder victim was described by friends and family as 
someone who moved to Detroit because he ”loved diver-
sity,” and wanted to help return the City of Detroit to its 
former glory.  
 
Surveillance video from a nearby gas station showed the 
nigro driver of the other vehicle approached Wingate 
after the incident and dropped him with an unanticipated 
“sucker-punch.” As black savages will do, the assailant 
continued to furiously hit and kick Wingate until he no 
longer resisted. The nigro murderer and his nigro accom-
plices then left the victim for dead. 
 

(Continued on page 21) 

California's Governor Gavin Newsom announced on April 
14th that he plans to transfer $125 million in state funds 
to 150,000 illegal aliens residing in his state. Millions of 
Californians are out of work, but it is California's ILLEGAL 
ALIENS that are his greatest concern. 
 
Finally, the nigro and "Democrat" mayor of Jackson, Mis-
sissippi used the coronavirus epidemic to issue an execu-
tive order, in defiance of a state statute, that suspends 
the right to openly carry firearms within city limits. 
 

What can one say about "Democrats" who close 
gun shops while releasing felons from prison; who 
prohibit religious services while leaving liquor and 
dope stores open; who outlaw the purchase of ma-
terials for home improvements, but leave state 
abortion clinics open; and who transfer state funds 
to illegals while unemployment is at crisis levels? 
 
According to the principle of "Occam's Razor," the obvi-
ous answer is usually the correct one: In this case, it's 
pretty clear these "Democrats" DON'T believe in Rule of 
Law at all, but it takes a crisis to expose their Marxist in-
stincts. 

IMPULSE (Continued from page 19) 
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Michael Rockefeller: A book called Thy Will Be Done 
blames Nelson Rockefeller for exploiting the so-called 
“Third World,” and explains how Rockefeller's son, Mi-
chael, was killed and eaten by Third-World savages when 
he went off to save them from the ravages of civilization.  
 
In 1961, while Nelson Rockefeller was governor of New 
York, Michael was in New Guinea protecting its native 
inhabitants from the evils of Western materialism and 
modernity. During an expedition to collect tribal art, Mi-
chael Rockefeller had a boating accident and was forced 
to swim ashore.  
 
As he emerged from the water, one of the local tribes-
men drove a spear into his chest. To quote from the 
book: "He was still alive when taken up the river, killed 
with an ax, and in the religious manner of cannibals seek-
ing the strength of their victims, cooked with sago palm 
and eaten."  
 
Timothy Treadwell: Once upon a time there was a self-
anointed “eco-warrior” named Timothy Treadwell. Now 
Timothy had a very active imagination, and considered 
himself a “supernatural alien” on “a mission of peace” 
amongst his friends, the Alaskan brown bears (Ursus arc-
tos). He engaged in this mission yearly, from June until 
October on the Alaskan Peninsula. 
 
Timothy even named some of his favorites, christening 
them with such nicknames as “Boobles,” “Chocolate,” 
and “Freckles.” He claimed to be protecting his friends 
from poachers and licensed hunters, but this was a lie, 
just like the autobiographical info he volunteered to in-
terested parties.   
 
Timothy kept what he considered to be “meticulous” dia-
ries of his excursions into the wild with his new friends, 
which he later sent to his financial sponsor, a Colorado 
rancher. Timothy would wax lyrical about his 
“transformation” as “a fully accepted wild animal” and 
“brother” to Freckles, Boobles and Chocolate. He de-
scribed how he ran “free amongst them – with absolute 
love and respect for all the animals.”  
 
In addition to mischaracterizing himself as a guardian of 
his brown friends -- he pitched his tent in a national park 
where hunting was illegal and poaching was rare -- Timo-

thy also lied about his surname, his country of origin, his 
adult criminal record, and his extensive history of drug 
and alcohol abuse.  
 
Despite this, Timothy was regularly invited to indoctri-
nate grade school children with his romanticized view of 
the relationship between man and carnivorous wild 
beasts. 
 
In a moment of unusual hubris, Timothy once remarked 
that he would be honored “to end up in bear scat.” In 
October of 2003, Timothy got his wish and, moreover, at 
least two of his bear friends got a sample of that rare but 
treasured delicacy, Liberalis deliciosos. 
 
Of course, as is always the case with any leftist endeavor, 
those he claimed to be protecting ended up as victims, 
themselves: At least two of his bear friends had to be 
destroyed by Alaska Game Officials after they killed and 
ate Timothy and his very unfortunate girlfriend. 
 
Poetic Justice in Philly: Just when there hadn't been any 
good news for a while, a 24 year-old rioter -- attempting 
to steal cash from an ATM -- blew himself to bits during 
the "George Floyd Riots" in Philadelphia in early June of 
2020.  
 
Police indicate that there had been a "coordinated" 
effort by Antifa, Black Lives Matter and other com-
munists throughout Philadelphia to steal cash from ATMs 
to fund their criminal endeavors. As many as 30 ATMs 
had been destroyed with explosive devices over the pre-
vious two nights. 
 
This wanna-be "revolutionary" was thrown to the ground 
with massive trauma to his chest and abdomen. Like his 
comrades, the only thing "revolutionary" about him was 
the depth of his depravity, sociopathy and destructive-
ness. 
 
In addition to destroying the property of people who ac-
tually work for a living -- instead of parasitically residing 
in their parents' basements -- these violent dilettantes 
destroyed a famous sculpture by James West titled "The 
Bond," which portrayed George Washington and Benja-
min Franklin. 

POETIC (Continued from page 20) 
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Room Service 
By Earl P. Holt III 

San Francisco is a microcosm of what the U.S. would be 
like if it were run by the same variety of communist trash 
who run that once-great city. It is also a glimpse into that 
alternative universe experienced by Alice in 
"Wonderland."  
 
The city has established a new policy for handling home-
less vagrants, who must now be called "the un-housed." 
San Francisco is currently procuring booze, pot, cigarettes 
and hotel rooms for them. The city's health authorities 
are also procuring heroin for those who "decide they are 
going to continue to use," according to Dr. Grant Colfax, 
who -- it should come as no surprise -- was Obama's for-
mer National AIDS Policy Director.  
 
Real economists have demonstrated endless examples 
of the principle that when you increase the costs of 
something, you get less of it: but when you SUBSIDIZE 
something, you get more of it.  
 
Yet, according to the San Francisco Chronicle -- one 
source of great confusion in the Bay Area -- "It is a mys-
tery why the homeless are coming to San Francisco." 
The city's clueless mayor appears to be equally dumb-
founded by the phenomenon, decrying how "People are 
showing up in San Francisco from other places and ask-
ing where their hotel room is." Who'd have guessed it?  
 
The city is averaging $200 per night warehousing filthy 
loons and addicts in the city's hotels, where they are sup-
plied cigarettes, drugs, alcohol and room-service three 
times per day. That's correct: The same city Health De-
partment that is aggressively fighting smoking will also 
be supplying cigarettes to the un-housed along with their 
booze and pot. It's costing taxpayers $100 Million, but is 
alleged to be preventing the spread of the COVID-19 vi-
rus.  
 
The city is beginning to discover some of the problems 
that the rest of us learned 50 years ago, particularly the 
fact that the un-housed lack a certain spirit of coopera-
tion and are about as interested in following directions as 

they are in hygiene. Authorities aren't even successful at 
convincing them to  wear protective masks. San Francis-
co's brilliant Mayor Breed calls it an "incredible logistical 
nightmare."  
 
Less "progressive" cities discovered long ago that the 
big problem in dealing with the homeless is finding a 
way to keep them in shelters. Even when shelters are 
provided and are nice and clean and safe, the un-
housed tend to wander off in search of illegal substanc-
es, legal intoxicants and other sources of mischief that 
are prohibited in the shelters. 
 
San Francisco is also experiencing a phenomenon that 
Adam Smith warned us about 244 years ago: In the ab-
sence of markets, scarce resources must inevitably be 
rationed by political authorities. This phenomenon is an 
inevitable consequence of socialist schemes, so it's hard-
ly surprising that it must be employed in San Francisco. 
 
To cope with the influx of homeless vagrants looking for 
free booze, drugs and cigarettes, the city has been forced 
to give priority to those who have "seniority" among the 
un-housed. That is, priority is given to homeless loons 
who have been in the city for extended periods, who are 
then favored over new arrivals.  
 
The city has been compelled to focus its scarce resources 
on "people who have been here on our streets for a long 
time,” one of the city's paramedics told the Chronicle. 
Those new-arrivals must wait their turn for a hotel room 
at the Adam's Mark. Their wait may be longer than antici-
pated, because rooms will have to be fumigated follow-
ing each check-out. 
 
Fearful of reprisals by the city's commissars, spokesmen 
for the hotels do not appear to be particularly bothered 
by the new policy. They seem to be comfortable with the 
prospect of filthy psychotics urinating and defecating in 
the dark corners and halls of their luxury establishments, 
and befouling their rooms with the sour stench of people 
having an aversion to indoor plumbing. 
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 Submit Letters directly to the Editor:  

  Citizens Informer 

  P.O. Box 250 

  Potosi, MO  63664-0250  

Freak Show at SCOTUS 
One of Phyllis Schlafly's many insightful warnings against 
the so-called "Equal Rights Amendment" (ERA) was the 
additional opportunity its ratification would offer 
"activist" federal judges to engage in unconstitutional 
mischief.  
 
She recognized it was just a matter of time before some 
unscrupulous and enterprising Democrat-appointed fed-
eral judge took it upon them-selves to expand the term 
"sex," so as to include any of a variety of disgusting mani-
festations of "gender," such as "transgenders" or bath-
house sodomites. 
 
The same circus freaks who sued Christian-owned baker-
ies to force them to bake wedding cakes for homosexual 
"marriages" -- and who sued in Canada to force aestheti-
cians to "Brazilian Wax" their male genitals -- reached the 
Supreme Court with three lawsuits that were  recently 
decided. These are the Zarda, Bostock and R.G. Funeral 
Homes cases.)  
 
Plaintiffs insist that employer discrimination based on 
sex -- which is prohibited under Title VII of the 1964 Civil 
Rights Act -- should be expanded to include "sexual 
preference" and "gender identification," just as Phyllis 
Schlafly earlier warned us with regard to the ERA.  
 
On May 15th, 2020, the three Jews, our epileptic Chief 
Justice and the Mexican on the Supreme Court arbitrarily 
decided that "sex" does NOT mean BIOLOGICAL SEX, but 
rather, the more subjective and murky self-definitions 

involving "GENDER IDENTIFICATION" concocted by men-
tally disturbed perverts and circus freaks. 
 
These three cases will force employers to hire 
transgenders, an exercise that will come to resemble 
"RuPaul's Drag Race." This is a sad and tawdry collec-
tion of ugly and disgusting queers and perverts, who 
prance and nancy around on cable television in a spec-
tacle that proves there's a whole lot more wrong with 
them than just their abhorrent sexual practices. 
  
Needless to say, all three Jews, that deranged coward 
Roberts and their ugly Mexican ally on the Supreme 
Court were "champing at the bit" for an opportunity to 
further subvert the Constitution by creating dubious and 
laughable new rights, and then extending them to end-
less varieties of queer trash. 
 
The bizarre antics of these circus freaks are not appropri-
ate in any employment situation, with two exceptions 
being the "Democrat" Caucus in the House of Represent-
atives or any queer bath-house. 
 
Oliver Wendell Gladstone,  
Mount Olympus 
 

Hood's Texas Brigade 
There's something unique about Texans, a fact that was 
strikingly evident at the Alamo. Native Texans are a 
tough breed, and many of those with real "roots" in Tex-
as are the offspring of survivors who fought invading 
Mexicans, Yankees, and bloodthirsty Indians.  
 
Among the many famous anecdotes that illustrate both 
their courage and their fortitude is one from none other 
than General Robert E. Lee, in a quote attributed to him 
by Joseph Benjamin Polley, author of Hood's Texas Bri-
gade, published in 1910. 
 
In 1861, a highly-regarded British Colonel -- later Field 
Marshall and 1st Viscount -- named Garnet Wolseley was 
dispatched to North America by the British War Office 
following an incident in which Yankees boarded a British 
ship and seized two Confederate diplomats. Colonel 
Wolseley's mission was to evaluate Canada's defenses in 
case Britain went to war with the Yankee Government 
over that incident.  
 

(Continued on page 24) 
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After visiting Canada, Wolseley traveled to the South 
where he made the acquaintance of General Robert E. 
Lee and General Thomas "Stone-wall" Jackson. He wrote 
of his experiences in an article entitled "A Month's Visit 
to the Confederate Headquarters," which was published 
in Britain's BLACKWOOD'S MAGAZINE in 1863. 
 
One day, at General Lee's invitation, Colonel Wolseley 
joined him in reviewing the Army of Northern Virginia as 
it marched from Sharpsburg, Maryland to the Rapidan 
River in Virginia. Colonel Wolseley indicated in his article 
that he was particularly impressed by Lee's ability to 
identify each of his many commands by their home 
states.  
 
As Hood's First Texas Brigade passed by, the look on 
Wolseley's face went from admiration to astonishment 
because the backs of their uniforms were badly tattered 
from months in the field. This condition was particularly 
true of the seats of their trousers, which were worn to 
such an extent that they left little to the imagination. 
 
As he usually did, General Lee aptly summarized the situ-
ation with this now famous quote that put it all in proper 
perspective:  
 
"Never mind their raggedness, Colonel: The enemy nev-
er sees the backs of my Texans." 
 
A. Murphy 
Arlington, VA 
 

Life Imitating Art 
In 1981, American novelist Dean Koontz wrote a thriller 
entitled The Eyes of Darkness. On page 312, the author 
wrote: “In around 2020 a severe pneumonia-like illness 
will spread throughout the globe, attacking the lungs 
and bronchial tubes and resisting all known treat-
ments.” 
 
Koontz' fictional virus is the product of Chinese experi-
ments in germ warfare, and later in the book he contin-
ues: “They call the stuff ‘Wuhan-400’ because it was de-
veloped at their RDNA labs outside of the city of Wuhan, 
and it was the four-hundredth viable strain of man-
made microorganism created at that research center. 
'Wuhan-400’ is a perfect weapon.” 
 

Of course, the Coronavirus we are battling today is not 
Mr. Koontz’ weaponized creation and is probably just 
another garden variety virus that appears annually, often 
in the spring. Yet it is fascinating that there are authors 
out there who manage a rather good job of anticipating 
real life crises with earlier, fictional accounts.  
 
But the real question is why does any of this matter? The 
answer is rather simple: it matters because what is fiction 
today can be fact tomorrow, or conversely, what is fiction 
today can be used as fact to stampede an ignorant and 
gullible public. This phenomenon has been painfully evi-
dent during our current “CORONA-19” panic that has 
produced dramatic declines in the stock market and pre-
cipitated a type of madness that hasn’t been seen in this 
country in a long time!  
 
Of course, the reason the public is being panicked now -- 
but was spared the same hysteria during the "Swine Flu" 
epidemic under Obama -- is that this current epidemic 
offered the news media and its leftist allies an opportuni-
ty to politically damage Donald Trump. Its coverage by 
the news media is merely part of the left's on-going "soft 
coup" to dislodge Trump from the presidency, an effort 
that began the day he was elected. 
 
And so we have observed the gullible, indeed rather stu-
pid American public stampeded into obedience when 
their government at virtually every level demanded that 
we “obey!" Imagine the consequences if we didn't have a 
President in office whose trust rests primarily in the 
American People rather than its government! 
 
Cassandra 
Troy  
 

Muslim Medicine 
Multiculturalists and other deep thinkers frequently de-
nounce the West for being too arrogant and parochial to 
appreciate the benefits of many Third World cultural 
practices. They claim we have much to learn from the 
Third World, and drinking camel urine to treat the COVID
-19 virus may be an example. 
 
On April 19th, an Iranian named Mehdi Sabili -- who de-
scribes himself as an "Islamic medicine specialist" -- pre-
scribed just such a therapy for the faithful. This Iranian 
answer to Jonas Salk recommends dromedary camel 
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urine drunk three times per day for three days, prefera-
bly "fresh and warm." His Instagram account demon-
strates he practices what he preaches.  
 
Apparently, the drinking of urine for health benefits is 
traceable back to the Prophet Muhammed, himself, who 
is alleged to have engaged in the identical practice. Since 
the tradition originated with Muhammed, it is therefore 
sacred and inviolable under Sharia Law and cannot be 
questioned by the faithful, no matter what judgements 
Western science may render. 
 
It is also alleged that some of Muhammed's followers 
also believed in generalized health benefits from drinking 
Muhammed's urine. It was alleged to ward off evil forces 
that might cause one to be condemned to hell.  
 
We arrogant infidels are just too parochial to appreciate 
the benefits of camel urine in treating the COVID-19 pan-
demic. Who are we to second-guess "Islamic Medicine," 
anyway? 
 
R. Koch 
Berlin 
 

Fair & Impartial Jurors? 
In his House Impeachment proceedings, President Trump 
was accused of an "Abuse of Power" by House Managers 
for making enquiries into Joe Biden's suspicious business 
dealings in the Ukraine while Biden was Vice President.  
 
Since Biden was a potential opponent of President Trump 
in the 2020 General Election, Democrats claimed it was 
an impeachable offense for Trump to initiate such an in-
quiry of the Ukrainian President, and they  Impeached 
Mr. Trump for doing so. 
 
Of the 47 Democrats participating in President Trump's 
subsequent Senate Trial, not one voted to acquit Donald 
Trump on either of the two charges made against him. 
 
Yet, four Senate Democrats who voted to Remove Presi-
dent Trump from office were active participants in the 
Democrat Party's 2020 Primary Campaign to oppose Mr. 
Trump in November. 
 
These four were potential opponents of President 
Trump as surely as Joe Biden was. However, they were 

not required to recuse themselves and were permitted 
to cast their votes to remove the inevitable opponent of 
at least one of them in November.  
 
Why weren't these four equally guilty of the charge of an 
"Abuse of Power" by participating in the Senate Trial?  
 
Or, is this just one more example of a "double standard" 
of justice? 
 
J. Swift 
Griswold, CN 
 

Too Smart by Half 
"Democrats" are frequently condescending toward Re-
publicans, and have convinced each other they are 
smarter and more sophisticated. It's curious how a politi-
cal party that "owns" the black vote could think itself so 
superior, since the average black IQ is about equal to that 
of a potted plant. 
 
This was illustrated with a vengeance when some 
"Democrat" in Arizona killed her husband by poisoning 
him with a fish tank algaecide she mistook for a corona-
virus treatment. As idiots and children often do, she then 
blamed President Trump for her own stupidity, telling the 
Nigro Broadcasting Company (NBC,) not to "...believe 
anything that the President says."  
 
This imbecile and her late husband contributed signifi-
cant amounts to supposedly "pro-science" organizations 
whose real purposes are to exploit public issues for politi-
cal gain by fellow leftists, such as the coronavirus pan-
demic or "global warming." Yet, it never occurred to her 
that oral doses of a fish tank algaecide just might be 
harmful. 
 
Despite being so much smarter than all those "science-
denying" Republicans, she somehow confused hydroxy-
chloroquine sulfate with "chloroquine PHOSPHATE," an 
algaecide used to clean fish tanks.  
  
The reason she blamed President Trump was because he 
had touted the potential benefits of hydroxychloroquine 
sulfate as a treatment for the COVID-19 virus. In a March 
19 press briefing, he reported success in clinical applica-
tions of hydroxychloroquine to treat the coronavirus, and 
called it a "game-changer." 
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Despite the usual vilification from the Jews' Media and 
other lying Marxists, the evidence has begun to prove 
President Trump correct in his assessment of the value of 
chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine  as COVID-19 treat-
ments. In fact, the Food and Drug Administration recently 
approved their use in the treatment of the Coronavirus. 
 
And, as we go to press, the State of Arizona is currently 
scrutinizing the actions of that woman who killed her 
husband with an algaecide. It seems they are looking into 
the possibility that she may have murdered him...  
 
L. Pasteur 
Paris 
 

E-Mail to Rush 
Rushbo: Why don't you nominate President Trump for 
the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine? It would drive 
the communists nuts.  
 
More importantly, he saved a lot of lives promoting chlo-
roquine and hydroxychloroquine sulfate as a treatment 
for the COVID-19 virus. He may have saved more lives 
than the "quarantine." 
 
Since the Nobel Prizes have become ludicrous, anyway -- 
after Paul Krugman's Economics Prize, Obama's Peace 
Prize and Nelson Mandela's Peace Prize -- why maintain 
the fiction any longer that they aren't just a device for 
the left to reward loyalty to its ideology?  
 
Of course, Trump would decline the nomination, but it 
would be hilarious to see the reaction of the Corrupt Left-
ist Media and the "Democrat" Party's so-called 
"leaders"... 
 
Earl Holt III 
Flyover Country 
 

Timeless Wisdom 
There is a God and He is the Creator of the Universe. 
There is no other reasonable explanation for the creation 
of matter, original energy, the "Big Bang Theory" or life, 
itself. Saint Thomas Aquinas made this quite clear. 
 
Communists may hate capitalism, but they LOVE money. 
Their Marxist ideology is based entirely upon envy and 

avarice, two motivations they each possess in abun-
dance. 
 
There is more wrong with queers than merely a prefer-
ence for the same sex. So-called "transsexuals" are even 
more mentally disturbed. 
 
Those African tribal chiefs did not sell their STATESMEN 
to Arab slavers, they sold their murderers, rapists, psy-
chotics and bone-lazy deadbeats in order to rid their 
tribe of undesirables. Crime statistics and welfare rolls 
prove this fact beyond any doubt. 
 
In the 21st Century, the cry of "racism" is the last refuge 
of communists and pathological liars.  
 
Women are not men, most do not think like men, and 
none can be men, no matter what "feminists" -- the La-
dy's Auxiliary of Marxism -- may claim to the contrary. 
 
Leftist Jews have been expelled from approximately 80 
nations because the Talmud compels them to engage in 
behaviors and activities that are destructive of their host. 
They seem unable to create a thriving society because 
they are too preoccupied with establishing their "culture 
of critique," and "deconstructing" every society they envy. 
 
Diogenes 
Athens 
 

A Civics Lesson from John Ford 
The message of John Ford’s timeless western, The Man 
Who Shot Liberty Valance, is much simpler and more 
straightforward than its complex plot: Rule of Law may 
be the cornerstone of Western Civilization, but it's the 
Right to Keep and Bear Arms that safeguards all other 
rights and allows them to flourish.  
 
When a society is besieged by lawlessness, a return to 
Law and Order first requires courageous men to take up 
arms to confront and defeat it, and only then can a safe 
and just society emerge. Freedom of the Press, Freedom 
of Speech, private property, commerce, elections and 
every other liberty protected by the Constitution are all 
dependent upon the Second Amendment's guarantees. 
 
It was the rough and fearless John Wayne character (Tom 
Doniphon,) not Jimmy Stewart’s character -- a fussy and 
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idealistic lawyer named Ransom Stoddard -- who actually 
ended the vicious and tyrannical reign of Liberty Valance. 
This was brought home with a vengeance when Doni-
phon faced down Liberty Valance in the town's restau-
rant, just as Valance was about to murder Ranse 
Stoddard for the pure, sadistic pleasure of it. 
 
As Doniphan and the town's newspaperman bluntly and 
sarcastically pointed out -- and Stoddard grudgingly 
acknowledged -- it was not Stoddard's law books that 
saved his life, it was Tom Doniphan's gun that saved 
Ranse Stoddard. 
 
Immediately after this incident, Ransom Stoddard angrily 
remarked to Doniphan, "No one fights my battles for 
me." Eventually, he came to recognize that Tom Doni-
phan and men like him are born to fight the battles of 
everyone who -- for whatever reason --are unable to 
stand up to evil, themselves. 
  
Later, although “Ranse” Stoddard unwittingly got the 
recognition for doing so, it was actually Tom Doniphon 
who delivered the fatal bullet that killed Liberty Valance. 
This paved the way for Ransom Stoddard to become a 
legend –- eventually becoming Governor and Senator –- 
and reap the acclaim that should rightly have gone to 
Tom Doniphon, had Doniphan ever sought any such 
thing.  
 
Once freed from the terror of a ruthless and sadistic psy-
chopath, this permitted the town of Shinbone to become 
a safe, law-abiding and prosperous place to live for the 
first time since Liberty Valance arrived. 
 
Many years later, when Senator Ransom Stoddard and 
his wife returned to Shinbone to bury and pay tribute to 
Tom Doniphon, Sen. Stoddard asked why Doniphon's gun 
was not being buried with him. They were told by the 
former Sherriff that "He didn't carry no handgun, Ranse, 
he didn't for years." Doniphon's sidearm was no longer 
needed because he had earlier restored Law and Order 
by dispatching the town's primary source of lawlessness.  
 
Another purpose of John Ford's masterpiece is to pay 
tribute to the courageous men who were willing to use 
deadly force to confront and defeat evil, and thereby 
carve out an environment in which Rule of Law and oth-

er cherished principles could take root and flourish. 
Most received very little recognition for their efforts or 
the risks they incurred, while many, like Tom Doniphon, 
never sought any.  
 
These are the true, but often anonymous and unheralded 
heroes who actually deserve the credit for taming the 
“Wild West,” and making it a viable place for decent peo-
ple to settle and raise families during the “Westward Ex-
pansion.” It could never have happened without the Sec-
ond Amendment and the Right to Keep and Bear arms. 
 
And, it would never have happened without men like 
Tom Doniphon.  
 
C. Heston 
Mt. Sinai 
 

Two Systems of Justice 
In 2017, Joe Biden’s niece Caroline engaged in grand lar-
ceny by stealing over $100,000 with a credit card scam in 
New York City. A conspiracy of Democrats allowed her to 
cut a deal in which she served no jail time or probation, 
despite it being her second arrest. 
 
According to NEW YORK POST reporter Rebecca Rosen-
berg, Caroline Biden borrowed a credit card to make 
what she promised would be a  "one-time purchase": 
Instead, she set up an unauthorized account at a Green-
wich Village pharmacy. 
 
Over the next year, she compiled a bill for $111,000 in 
unauthorized purchases. (Rebecca Rosenberg. “Joe 
Biden’s Niece Dodges Jail after $100K Credit Card 
Scam,” NEW YORK POST, June 9, 2017.)  
 
Before New York Judge Kevin McGrath, Caroline Biden 
was permitted to plead guilty to one count of grand lar-
ceny and one count of petit larceny and agreed to make 
restitution of the full amount. The credit card owner was 
not identified.   
 
Caroline Biden’s earlier arrest stemmed from a 2013 fight 
with her roommate over unpaid rent. After police ar-
rived, she was charged with resisting arrest, obstruction 
of justice and harassment, after allegedly throwing a 
punch at a female officer. 
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In the earlier case, Caroline Biden was given a similar 
“sweetheart” deal: She was told that the charges would 
be dropped if she didn’t misbehave for the next six 
months. Like her earlier offense, in both cases the charg-
es were eventually dismissed and both cases were 
sealed. 
 
Ms. Biden wasn’t even required to appear in court for her 
sweetheart deal: She was in a posh Florida rehab center, 
undergoing a second attempt at overcoming her addic-
tion to pills and alcohol. 
 
I’ll leave it up to readers to decide for themselves if the 
same courtesies would have been accorded the way-
ward children of any Republican, especially one of Presi-
dent Trump’s offspring or grandchildren. 
 
Diogenes 
Athens 
 

Media Crusades for "Diversity" 
It’s always disheartening to see the news media embark 
on one of its periodic crusades for “greater minority par-
ticipation.” There seems to be no context in which great-
er minority participation isn’t heralded as profoundly 
beneficial or even "utopian." 
 
In contrast, exclusively White environments are auto-
matically assumed to be harmful, backwards and even 
malignant. They are routinely disparaged by the media 
and other communists. 
 
Maybe I’ve missed something, but I have yet to observe 
the benefits of “greater minority participation” in Detroit, 
East St. Louis, Los Angeles, Newark, Philadelphia, Wash-
ington, Baltimore, Chicago, St. Louis or Memphis, to 
name but a few. 
 
In fact, those cities are best characterized as violent and 
dangerous, and their city governments are an odious mix 
of kleptocracy and gross incompetence, accompanied by 
embezzlement, malfeasance and neglect. In fact, it would 
seem that LESS "diversity" would dramatically improve 
these urban cesspools, where tax revenues and Rule of 
Law go to die. 
 

In fact, it’s no exaggeration to state that the few remain-
ing White enclaves and White-run governmental entities 
-- that have been allowed to exist -- are often exemplary 
in their efficiency and professionalism, precisely BECAUSE 
of all those White residents. They are nearly devoid of 
violent crime, as well. 
 
The Psychology profession employs a term of art called 
“projection” which describes the phenomenon of individ-
uals who are quick to attribute their own failings to oth-
ers. I ignore the corrupt leftist media as much as possible, 
but on those rare occasions when I have no choice, I fail 
to see much of that "diversity" they clamor about so ar-
dently, except Don Lemon, the dumbest queer on TV. 
 
In fact, the news media in general is clearly dominated by 
White political hacks who have jumped from positions in 
the Obama and Clinton Administrations, only to become 
PR flacks for the Democrat Party on various channels. 
There sure isn't much "diversity" there. 
 
Marsh L. McLuhan 
Ontario, Canada 
 

Say WHAT? 
Allegations of Russian attempts to influence the 2016 
Elections are bad and unacceptable, but massive voter 
fraud by illegal aliens from the Third World is okay. 
 
It's okay for Joe Biden to misuse his office to shake-down 
the Ukraine, but it's an Impeachable offense for Presi-
dent Trump merely to inquire about Biden's shake-down 
during a congratulatory phone call to the Ukrainian presi-
dent. 
 
You can't buy cough medicine without a picture ID, but 
illegal aliens can vote in "blue states" without any ID at 
all. 
 
American citizens can be fined for not buying health in-
surance, but are forced to fund the health care of foreign 
nationals who illegally enter this country. 
 
People who never OWNED slaves are often told they 
must pay "Reparations" for slavery to people who never 
WERE slaves. 
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People who never went to college and have worked their 
entire lives must pay taxes to cover the defaulted student 
loan balances of college students who borrowed huge 
sums to earn useless degrees in frivolous subjects. 
 
Immigrants from the Third World with AIDS, TB, meningi-
tis and polio are welcomed as immigrants, but you’d 
better be able to prove your dog had his rabies vaccina-
tion. 
 
White physicians, scientists and engineers wishing to im-
migrate to the U.S. must be carefully vetted, but illiterate 
and tattooed Latino gang-bangers -- who jumped the bor-
der fence -- are welcomed with open arms and given 
sanctuary and welfare in many "blue" states. 
 
We can't afford $5 Billion for a border security fence, but 
$1.5 trillion for “free” health care for illegal aliens IS 
affordable. 
 
If you cheat to get into college you go to prison, but if 
you cheat to get into the U.S., you get to go to college for 
free. 
 
"Democrats" who parrot the mantra that President 
Trump "is not above the law" routinely put fellow-
Democrats above the law when they run afoul of it. They 
also put illegal aliens above the law at every opportunity, 
even after they commit violent crimes such as murder, 
rape and armed robbery. 
 
People who preach that "gender is a false construct" now 
demand a female President. 
 
Illegals don’t pay federal income taxes, but they get tax 
refunds from the IRS. 
 
Whites are held responsible for things that happened 
long before they were born, but blacks are not held re-
sponsible for the many violent crimes they commit here 
and now.  
 
Alice 
Wonderland 

Our Saudi Allies 
The Saudis are pumping oil at such a rate, a barrel of 
crude is now cheaper in constant dollars than it was prior 
to the Arab Oil Embargo of 1973.  

Their purpose is to damage the capacity of our domestic 
oil industry, because America has finally achieved energy 
independence from OPEC oil and has become a net-
exporter of energy. The Saudis can do this because they 
produce oil so cheaply they can "flood" and destabilize 
world oil markets at their whim. 
 
Their timing couldn't be worse, because the damage to 
our domestic oil industry from plummeting prices comes 
at a time when we are also under attack by the corona-
virus. The hostile behavior of the Saudis is hardly that of 
an ally. 
 
I just hope politicians in Washington remember this act 
of sabotage against oil market stability the next time 
one of Saudi Arabia's neighbors poses a threat to invade 
and seize their oil fields, and the Saudis turn to Wash-
ington to solicit our assistance in their defense. 
 
Allowing one of its many hostile neighbors to invade and 
seize Saudi oil fields sounds like poetic justice to me, and 
preferable to squandering American blood and treasure 
defending a nation that rarely behaves as an ally to the 
U.S. 
 
Not only did Osama Bin Laden organize Al Qaida in his 
homeland of Saudi Arabia, but all but one of the terror-
ists who brought us 9/11 were also from Saudi Arabia.  
 
With friends like the Saudis, who needs enemies...? 
 
Mac Iavelli 
Florence, AL 
 

Thoughts on the "Democrat" Party 
You can cram baboons, weasels, skunks, poisonous 
snakes, grizzlies, hyenas, crocs, gorillas and other var-
mints together in one cage, but that doesn't make it a 
"zoo." 
 
By the same token, you can bring nigras, communists, 
morons, liars, queers, transgendered perverts, commie 
Jews, welfare addicts, Muslim garbage, and union thugs 
together, but that doesn't make it a "political party."  
 
It is no coincidence the varmints in the second paragraph 
are currently engaged in the very same behaviors that 
the varmints in the first paragraph would be engaged in, 
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The Political Cesspool is an award-winning broadcast that can be heard on our 
flagship station, AM 1600 WMQM in Memphis, Tennessee, and via the Liberty 
News Radio Network’s internet stream, affiliate stations, and shortwave / satellite 
network. Go to thepoliticalcesspool.org to listen live over the internet. 

if anyone were crazy and foolish enough to throw them 
together: that is, they are tearing each other to pieces in 
a loud and blood-curdling melee. 
 
It couldn't happen to a more deserving bunch... 
 
Joe McCarthy 
Heaven 
 

Pirates & Morons 
In April of 2009, a motley collection of Somali pirates hi-
jacked a large Belgian ship named the MV Pompei north 
of the Seychelles. For two months they brutalized 10 
crew members, whom they held hostage until a ransom 
was eventually paid. 
 
The leader of this pack of black savages was a piece of 
trash named Mohammad Abdi Hassan, who has been 
nicknamed the Somali Pirate "King." In 2013, a U.N. re-
port identified Abdi Hassan as “one of the most notori-
ous and influential leaders” of the many Somali pirates 
in the area, known for their brutality and the hijacking of 
ships for ransom. 
 
This "Pirate King" was a particularly egotistical and narcis-
sistic fellow, but very reclusive and remained out of 
reach for Belgian authorities to arrest. Like all of Black 
Africa, Somalia was and remains a cesspool of corruption 
and incompetence that refused to honor any arrest war-
rants or extradition requests. 
 

Some clever Belgian police officers -- who really knew 
their Africans -- devised a "sting operation" to lure the 
Pirate King to Brussels. Posing as film producers in 2013, 
they offered the Pirate King an important role in a docu-
mentary about piracy they claimed to be producing. 
 
When he arrived in Belgium, expecting to become a film 
star, he was immediately arrested and began serving a 
20 year sentence for piracy handed down by the Bruges 
Criminal Court in absentia. He was also convicted of tor-
ture, and ordered to pay 20,000 Euros to the ship's Cap-
tain. 
 
As clever as the scheme by Belgian police may have been, 
President Teddy Roosevelt pioneered the ideal approach 
for dealing effectively with such an under-evolved spe-
cies of baboons back in 1904. 
 
When an American citizen named Perdicaris was kid-
naped by the Sharif of Tangier, Morocco -- a cutthroat 
named Mulai Ahmed er Raisuli -- T.R. sent several U.S. 
warships and several companies of Marines with a simple 
and pointed message for the Sharif: "We demand 
Perdicaris alive or Raisuli dead." 
 
T. Lawrence 
Oxfordshire, UK 
 

Blue Riot Strategies 
In the wake of the wrongful death of George Floyd in 
Minneapolis, wherever rioting has occurred, it has been 
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CONSERVATIVE CITIZENS FOUNDATION 
The Conservative Citizens Foundation is the only tax-deductible entity within the Council 
of Conservative Citizens (CofCC.) The Foundation is a true 501 (c) (3). 

The Foundation is the appropriate Beneficiary for those wishing to remember the CofCC 
in their Estate Planning, and who may wish to benefit from its Tax- Deductible features. 

Gifts or contributions may be made directly to the CofCC, but they are NOT tax deductible, because the CofCC is a 501 (c) (4) 
corporation. 

Occasionally, The Foundation may be in a position to help finance educational efforts in conjunction with a CofCC undertak-
ing, in addition to publishing “Occasional Papers”: The latter are monographs devoted to a specific issue requiring the analy-
sis of experts. 

The Foundation has also produced a video exposing the so-called “Frankfurt School,” a treasonous cabal of communist refu-
gees from Europe, who immediately began subverting America's institutions of higher-learning. 

Inquiries may be sent to CofCC, P.O. Box 250, Potosi, MO; 63664-0250 

in "blue" cities with large non-white populations and run 
by so-called "Democrats."  
 
This fact may have led many people to conclude that 
these blue cities are governed by weak and incompetent 
individuals, who are unwilling to adopt the measures 
necessary to restore law and order in their own cities.  
 
Unfortunately, the truth is a great deal more nuanced 
and unpleasant. The failure to end the looting and re-
store law and order in blue cities is a tactic INTENTIONAL-
LY EMPLOYED by "Democrats" to harm the economy, 
and thus harm President Trump's chances for re-election.  
 
The inaction of these mayors doesn't expose their in-
competence, it exposes their TREASON. By failing to use 
the force necessary to end the rioting, looting and arson 
by these violent black and communist criminals, those 
in authority have enabled and encouraged continued 
rioting.  
 
There is no excuse for mayors to order municipal police 
to confront violent and dangerous rioters, but then 
"handcuff" them by refusing to authorize the use of the 
deadly force necessary to cut-down its leaders and dis-
perse other rioters. This describes the devious policies of 
Jacob Frey in Minneapolis, Eric Garcetti in Los Angeles, 
Bill de Blasio in New York, and whichever black idiot cur-
rently runs Chicago.  
 

Clearly, by allowing rioters to continue their activities 
with impunity, rioters were encouraged by these mayors 
to continue their "shopping sprees" and phony protests. 
The police were deployed as punching bags, upon whom 
these terrorists could take out their aggressions. 
 
Just as these mayors have slow-rolled the "reopening" 
of their cities to normality after the COVID-19 epidemic, 
they are now subverting law and order as a political 
strategy to harm President Trump. 
 
Here is real-world evidence that "Democrats" are totally 
incapable of  governing at any level, even dog-catcher. 
The evidence could not be more clear. 
 
Earl P. Holt III  
Flyover Country  
 

Defunding Cops: A Modest Proposal 
There's a move afoot to defund police in some of the 
communist areas of the country. Ever since a repeat fel-
on with Fentanyl and crystal meth in his bloodstream 
died in police custody, "Democrat" politicians have fallen 
all over each other pandering to blacks, who hate police 
anyway because they interfere with their "black life-
styles."  
 
The mayor of Los Angeles is the idiot son of the L.A. Dis-
trict Attorney who ensured O.J. Simpson's acquittal by 
holding his murder trial in L.A. rather than Brentwood. 
Mayor Eric Garcetti vows to cut more than $150 Million 
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from the LA police budget next year. Similar virtue-
signaling was proposed by communists and pandering 
cowards on the Minneapolis City Council, and in New 
York City, as well. 
 
Here's my suggestion to police: If municipal authorities 
succeed in drastically cutting the police budget in your 
city, plan for the entire police force to GO ON STRIKE for 
three weeks. Have a plan in place to do so, and at a giv-
en signal, unhesitatingly execute your plan. Give them a 
glimpse of the future. By all means, make certain the 
mayor and city council arrange their OWN security once 
you return. 
 
The nigras will kill a lot of people, but they do that any-
way. This might teach valuable lessons even to morons 
and cretins. Soon, brighter ones will recognize that Sun-
set Boulevard, Hollywood Hills and other wealthy and 
leftist enclaves offer attractive targets for "hitting a lick," 
and their  leftist residents will finally get "a good dose of 
n*ggers." With no cops, it will be like shooting fish in a 
barrel. 
 
The mayhem will eventually force each "blue" state's 
governor to call up the National Guard. The latter will 
need to be issued live ammo and the authority to use 
deadly force just to make a dent in the problem. They will 
blame President Trump, of course, but even the inhabit-
ants of Bora-Bora will know where the blame really be-
longs, even if CNN and MS-NBC viewers do not. 
 
Meanwhile, if you are a cop in LA, Minneapolis or New 
York City, get your resume` in order and your applica-
tions out to small and medium-sized towns and cities, 
where the living is infinitely more civilized, the cost of 
living is lower, and where communists do not hold elec-
tive office. You might even want to run for Sherriff... 
 
S. Holmes 
London, UK  
 

Endless Lies 
A Jew "economist" -- who has been wrong on nearly eve-
ry prediction he has ever made -- claims the Labor De-
partment's encouraging May Unemployment Report 
may have been unduly influenced by the malign mastery 
of Donald Trump.  

 
Paul Krugman of the New York Times alleges that the ex-
cellent labor report in early June by the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics may have been compromised by Trump. A dis-
appointed Krugman stated, "This being the Trump era, 
you can't completely discount the possibility that they've 
gotten to the Bureau of Labor Statistics." 
 
Krugman was the great "genius" who, the day after the 
2016 election, predicted that the Presidency of Donald 
Trump would usher in a "global recession." Instead, U.S. 
unemployment fell to unprecedented levels for nearly 
every category of American citizen, and the Dow Jones 
Industrial Average doubled until the ChinaVirus pandemic 
spread to the U.S. 
 
The Jews' Media were giddy over the prospect of large 
increases in May unemployment: Many in the fake news 
industry anticipated increasing  unemployment, and had 
already published phony data to embarrass President 
Trump. Instead, it was professional liars like Krugman 
who were humiliated when 2.51 million Americans actu-
ally REJOINED the labor force in May, and abandoned the 
ranks of the unemployed. 
 
The unemployment rate in May actually fell from 14.4% 
to 13.3%, a sign of encouragement to all but "Democrats" 
and other communists, who excitedly awaited discourag-
ing numbers that would politically benefit their party and 
ideology. 
 
Krugman is a professional liar, whose loyalty to the 
"Democrat" Party and the socialism it promotes was re-
warded with the Nobel Prize in Economics in 2008. 
Krugman's receipt of a Nobel Prize will dramatically tar-
nish the award for years to come, since he is demonstra-
bly more of a "politician" than an economist.  
 
This foolish utterance by a foolish man is just one more 
reason why sophisticated individuals do not trust the so-
called "experts." In this day and age, far too many 
"experts" like Krugman are blinded by their ideology and 
oblivious to the fact that it fatally taints their objectivity. 
 
M. Friedman 
Heaven 
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Satan’s Screeds 
By Earl P. Holt III 

Recently, I was researching an article about American 
Jews who spied for the USSR during World War II. One of 
the decoded (or "de-crypted") VENONA transcripts sent 
by their Soviet masters recommended that if any Ameri-
can spying for the USSR was exposed by investigators, 
the appropriate response would be to attack the investi-
gators from every conceivable angle, and with as many 
resources as possible. 

 
I was reminded of this tactic as new evidence continued 
to surface surrounding the conspiracy to destroy Donald 
Trump by treasonous Obama holdovers: It's hard to ig-
nore the fact that the identical tactic was used by the 
Jews' Media to discredit Donald Trump and assist in the 
cabal against him. Like their espionage activities during 
World War II, this "media smear strategy" was conduct-
ed almost exclusively by leftist Jews. 
 
In each instance Jewish slanderers and their Jews' Media 
organs parroted outrageous and unverified allegations 
that have since been proven to be entirely fabricated by 
Russian intelligence agencies, or a product of Hillary Clin-
ton or Debbie Wsserman-Schultz at the Democrat Na-
tional Committee. 
 
The role of the Jews' Media was to create the illusion of 
"confirming" the contents of the fraudulent "Steele Dos-
sier" by repeating its lies, and making such "validations" 
appear to have originated from third person sources. Its 
most salacious content -- that President Trump paid 
Russian prostitutes to urinate on a bed in which the 
Obamas had slept -- turns out to have its origins in an 
off-color joke told over drinks at a bar. 
 
Dubious origins like that did not deter these Jewish trai-
tors and professional liars from publishing their vile and 
libelous falsehoods. Who are these pathological liars and 
masters of smear and deceit? 
 
Jeffery Gldberg filed a particularly vile and dishonest 
article in The Atlantic on July 21, 2016 peddling the 
fraudulent theory that Russia preferred Donald Trump to 
Hillary Clinton as president. Goldberg's piece was titled, 
"It's Official: Hillary Clinton Running Against Vladimir 

Putin." His effort was disinformation and defied reason. 
 
We now have evidence that Hillary was much preferred 
by the Russians, to whom she had earlier shown great 
favor by selling them 20% of our precious Uranium re-
serves. This she did in return for hundreds of millions of 
dollars in contributions to the Clinton Family Crime Foun-
dation while serving as Secretary of State. This 
"Uranium One" deal demonstrated to Russia she was not 
only bribable, but also vulnerable to their extortion by 
virtue of her spurious business dealings with them. 
 
Michael Issikff of Yahoo! News was the first to advance 
the "Trump Collusion" narrative on September 23, 2016, 
using false accusations of a "Russian connection" made 
against Trump advisor Carter Page in the fraudulent 
"Steele Dossier." His source was Jonathn Winer, a State 
Department bagman of Hillary Clinton, and his resulting 
article was an obvious "October Surprise" intended to 
influence the Presidential Election six weeks off. 
 
Issikoff has since scrambled to repudiate his earlier false 
narrative in a desperate effort to save what remains of 
his professional reputation. The fake news story he re-
ceived from Winer came courtesy of Steele, a widely dis-
credited Trump-hater, who aggressively tried to shop his 
false narrative about Donald Trump to anyone in Wash-
ington who would listen. 
 
David Crn of Mother Jones was the first so-called 
"journalist" to acknowledge the existence of the Steele 
Dossier" on October 31, 2016. Rather than being legiti-
mately "sourced" with third-party verification, the Steele 
Dossier was leaked to Corn by Christopher Steele, just as 
it had been to Michael Issikoff. 
 
Corn disseminated "fake news" by reporting that the 
Steele Dossier was originally financed by an unnamed 
Republican. This was an outright lie: The Steele Dossier 
was funded by Hillary Clinton and the Democrat 
National Committee with approximately $12 Million 
laundered through the Perkins-Coei Law Firm in Wash-
ington, and paid to a "Democrat" opposition research 
firm named Fusion GPS. 
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It took two scheming Jews at BuzzFeed to thoroughly 
libel President Trump on January 10, 2017: They were 
Miriam Eldr and Mark Schofs. The two used the con-
trived briefing President Trump received from FBI Direc-
tor James Comey -- about the dossier's salacious con-
tents -- to provide the "hook" or excuse they needed to 
publish the complete Steele Dossier in their far-left publi-
cation. 
 
While Elder and Schoofs had the decency to acknowledge 
the dossier was not verified, it allowed for the possibility 
that verification might be forthcoming and created a ra-
tionale for the rest of the Jews' Media to run with the 
allegations and disseminate them to the maximum ex-
tent possible. This is one reason why a significant majori-
ty of the low-grade morons who call themselves 
"Democrats" still believe President Trump conspired with 
Russia to steal the 2016 Election. 
 
David Igntius of the Washington Post was the first re-
porter to publish the fact that General Michael T. Flynn -- 
Trump's incoming Director of National Intelligence -- 
made a phone call on December 22nd, 2016 to the Rus-
sian Ambassador, Sergey Kysliak. Ignatius somehow man-
aged to treat it as a great scandal when it was published 
on January 12, 2017. 
 
Ignatius did much better reporting at the Wall Street 
Journal, before he was infected by "Trump Derange-
ment Syndrome" through his tenure at the Washington 
Post, where all truths go to die. 
 
Conveniently ignored by the author and the outright liars 

who staff his paper was the fact that this "courtesy call" 
by General Flynn was routine, and one of the profession-
al obligations of any NSA Director. We now know that 
this contrived story provided a phony "predicate" for 
dirty cops at the FBI to frame General Flynn in order to 
target and spy on President Trump through Flynn, his 
incoming National Security Advisor. 
 
Many other Jewish purveyors of "fake news" joined in 
the cabal, and through it all, the Jews' Media were will-
ing accomplices to those who participated in this trea-
sonous coup against Donald Trump. The echo chamber 
their "fake news" helped create was designed to culti-
vate the illusion of "validating" or “confirming” the alle-
gations of the Steele Dossier. Their participation consist-
ed of repetitions of the same lies found in the Steele 
Dossier, but reported as if they originated from different 
sourcing. 
 
Many of their efforts were later cited by dirty cops at the 
FBI and Justice Department to obtain Foreign Intelligence 
Surveillance Act (FISA) Warrants to spy on everyone as-
sociated with President Trump. They were also used to 
damage the reputations of Donald Trump and all those 
associated with him during the late stages of the 2016 
Presidential Campaign. 
 
The result was a Constitutional crisis and three-year 
nightmare of false charges against an innocent president, 
as the Jews' Media -- the focus of Marxism in the West -- 
and their political operatives in the Democrat Party 
attempted to carry out a coup against Donald Trump, the 
duly elected President of the United States. 
 
Every one of them must pay dearly for their treason and 
libel, both criminally and civilly. 

SCREEDS (Continued from page 33) 

Two Systems of Justice 
By Earl P. Holt III 

Clearly, in America there are two systems of justice, one 
for prominent Democrats and another for everyone else. 
Illustrating this phenomenon are two noteworthy crimi-
nal investigations of recent vintage.  
 
The first is the criminal investigation of Hillary Clinton's 
private e-mail server by the FBI and Justice Department. 
The second is the criminal investigation of General Mi-

chael T. Flynn for the alleged violation of lying to the FBI. 
Both investigations were run by Agent Peter Strzok, the 
FBI's head of Counter-Intelligence. 
 
When the scandal involving Clinton's private e-mail serv-
er was reported by the Jews' Media, her Server was sub-
poenaed by the FBI pursuant to an investigation. Yet, ra-

(Continued on page 35) 
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ther than secure a warrant and immediately seize it, she 
was given a "grace period" of a full year to sift through its 
contents, allowing her the opportunity to delete 33,000 
incriminating e-mails.  
 
She also confessed to destroying that server, her 
smartphone and the smartphones of her staff, in an obvi-
ous attempt to destroy all other incriminating evidence. 
Her smartphone would have provided evidence of Hilla-
ry's crime of mishandling Classified Documents on an un-
secured system. It would also have exposed the sale of 
her office in return for hundreds of millions of dollars in 
donations to the Clinton Family Crime Foundation while 
serving as Secretary of State.  
 
When was the last time the FBI allowed a suspect in a 
criminal case to sift through the evidence of their guilt 
and then -- with impunity -- destroy whatever incrimi-
nating evidence they could find? Anyone else would be 
facing multiple counts of federal charges of destruction 
of evidence and obstruction of justice, but this kind of 
thing was routine during the Obama Administration.  
 
Likewise, Jim Comey -- the dirty cop serving as Obama's 
FBI Director at the time of Hillary's e-mail investigation -- 
drafted the document that exonerated Hillary Clinton of 
her many crimes TWO MONTHS BEFORE SHE WAS EVER 
INTERVIEWED BY THE FBI. The "fix" was clearly "in," 
before the investigation even began.  
 
In addition, when Hillary was first interviewed by the FBI, 
she was not placed under oath. Moreover, half a dozen 
of her staff were shown the courtesy of being allowed to 
sit in on her interview and observe it -- instead of being 
"sequestered" -- so each of them could get their stories 
"straight." 
 
The investigation ended when FBI Director Jim Comey 
granted Hillary Clinton an "exoneration" at a press con-
ference on July 5, 2016. The FBI is an investigatory agen-
cy and not a prosecutorial agency, so Comey did not have 
the authority to exonerate Clinton.  
 
Moreover, he ignored massive evidence of her guilt that 
had surfaced during the course of the investigation -- in-
cluding the recovery of those missing e-mails -- and the 
FBI then destroyed such evidence of her guilt in their cus-

tody. Peter Strzok then jumped to the Mueller Special 
Counsel's team. 
 
In contrast to the way Hillary Clinton was treated by the 
FBI and Justice Department, look at the manner in 
which General Michael T. Flynn was treated during his 
THREE YEAR legal inquisition by the identical people 
who "handled" Hillary Clinton's investigation.  
 
On January 24 of 2017, Peter Strzok and another FBI 
agent met with General Michael Flynn but intentionally 
neglected to inform him that he was under investigation. 
Since Flynn was President Trump's incoming National 
Security Advisor (NSA) the meeting was made to appear 
as if it were a routine "courtesy call" to Flynn by Counter-
Intelligence agents at the FBI. 
  
The FBI concentrated on a phone conversation Flynn had 
made to the Russian Ambassador, Sergey Kysliak on De-
cember 22 of 2019. As Trump's incoming NSA Director, 
by all accounts such a call by General Flynn was routine 
and considered one of the obligations of his office.  
 
FBI agents questioned General Flynn about his call to Kys-
liak, while already knowing its contents after having 
"intercepted" it: They then set a trap in order to charge 
Flynn with perjury for any statements he might make in 
his interview that happened to differ from the transcripts 
of the Kysliak call.  
 
Among other things, the FBI hid from General Flynn the 
fact that he was the target of a criminal investigation, a 
clear violation of the Supreme Court's decision in Miran-
da versus Arizona. Even murderers and rapists get their 
Miranda Rights read to them.  
 
The FBI also declined to show General Flynn the courte-
sy of handing him a transcript of his call to Kysliak, that 
would have allowed him to refresh his memory during 
the interview. Suspects are often provided a copy of 
relevant documents and given the opportunity to recon-
cile any differences with later statements.  
 
FBI agents did not believe Flynn had lied to them in their 
January 24, 2016 interview based on their later written 
statements and their sworn testimony. Nevertheless, 
Flynn was charged with a violation of 18 USC 1001 and 

TWO SYSTEMS (Continued from page 34) 
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vigorously prosecuted by attorneys from Robert 
Mueller's Office of the Special Counsel. 
 
It took two years to emerge, but Deputy FBI Director An-
drew McCabe  testified in an Executive (closed) Session 
of the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelli-
gence that “the two people who interviewed [Flynn] 
didn’t think he was lying,” a conclusion stated in the 
original FBI 302 Report that was submitted after the in-
terview, but which is now conveniently missing.  
 
After being bankrupted by $5 Million in legal fees for 
supposedly lying to the FBI about the Kysliak call, Gen-
eral Flynn was then coerced into pleading guilty to mis-
representing his conversation with Kysliak. Flynn pled 
guilty only because the FBI had threatened to target his 
son with the same bogus perjury charges Flynn had 
fought for a year without success. 
 
Yet, according to the Supreme Court, any violation of USC 
18, Section 1001 must involve a "material" fact that 
would tend to "influence decision-making by the decision
-making body to which it is addressed." Whatever mis-
statements General Flynn may have made to FBI agents -
- even outright lies -- THEY NEVER COULD HAVE UNDULY 
INFLUENCED THE FBI, SINCE THE FBI ALREADY HAD THE 
ACTUAL TRANSCRIPTS OF THE CALL ! 
 
It is probable that General Flynn -- not knowing that the 
FBI interview was anything more than a courtesy call -- 
may have lied to the FBI about the contents of the Kysliak 
call. After all, the FBI was being run by operatives of the 
"deep state," whom Flynn had vowed to clean out. More 

importantly, the FBI does not have the authority to "vett" 
President Trump's National Security policy, and Flynn had 
no obligation to accurately divulge new Trump Admin-
istration policies to the FBI. 
 
Flynn's heroic new attorney, Sidney Powell put it more 
bluntly: “There is no world in which Flynn’s statements 
to the agents in the scenario of this rank setup were 
material to any ‘investigation'.” 
 
Enormous volumes of exculpatory evidence were with-
held from Flynn and his attorney by the FBI and Justice 
Department. As those materials  were slowly and reluc-
tantly released over the past two years, the FBI's and 
DOJ's prosecutorial misconduct became as obvious as 
General Flynn's innocence.  
 
Flynn's innocence has become evident to everyone ex-
cept the NIGRO judge on the case, a Clinton appointee. In 
May of 2020, the Justice Department finally had the in-
tegrity to withdraw from the case, but the judge has 
vowed to continue the case -- despite having no authori-
ty to do so -- because he is corrupt, dishonest and a ty-
rant. 
 
At one point, the FBI was so determined to destroy Flynn, 
they actually considered charging Flynn under an entirely 
new criminal statute, the Logan Act, a law that has never 
had a successful prosecution in its 221 year history be-
cause it is almost certainly unconstitutional. 
 
Clearly, anyone with the intellect of a potted plant can 
recognize that there is a great deal of difference between 
our two systems of justice when applied to persons un-
der investigation. 

TWO SYSTEMS (Continued from page 35) 

If you admire Shakespeare, you should really enjoy the 
1999 film Shakespeare in Love. It is a delightfully enter-
taining work that is simultaneously a tragedy, a comedy, 
a love story, and a historical docudrama. It is also a "play-
within-a-film," a device that would have intrigued Shake-
speare, much as his "play-within-a-play" device enter-
tained Elizabethan audiences.  

 
Its tragic elements consist of the star-crossed love affair 
between William Shakespeare (played by Josef Fiennes,) 
and his muse in the person of Viola De Lesseps (Gwyneth 
Paltrow,) who portrays Juliet in their stage production of 
Romeo and Juliet. The ill-fated love affair between 

(Continued on page 37) 

MOVIE REVIEW: Shakespeare in Love 
By Earl P. Holt III 

(I don't often review films, but the coronavirus "quarantine" afforded an opportunity to see this film for the first 
time, which inspired the following.) 
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Shakespeare and Viola in the film parallels the two star-
crossed protagonists in the famous play.   
 
Its comedic elements are quirky and sometimes hilari-
ous. Major and minor characters routinely blurt out 
lines that are destined to become immortal in Shake-
speare's greatest works, teasing the audience with the 
suggestion that many of Shakespeare's most memora-
ble lines originated with others.  
 
This may be a salute to those of us who believe that 
more than one playwright wrote under the name of 
"William Shakespeare." In fact, the opening scene of the 
film depicts Shakespeare seated at his desk and practic-
ing his signature -- of which approximately a dozen varia-
tions can be seen -- just as a dozen or so variations of 
Shakespeare's alleged "signature" have been discovered 
affixed to original manuscripts, and with a variety of 
spellings.    
 
We are constantly amused by individuals from different 
social classes who fancy themselves playwrights and au-
thors. One such individual is an oarsman who rows 
Shakespeare across the Thames to secretly visit Viola at 
her parents' estate in Greenwich: When the oarsman 
learns that Shakespeare is the aspiring playwright, he 
volunteers that "I'm a bit of a writer, meself," and offers 
Shakespeare a copy of his work. He then adds: "You 
don't have to read it: I just thought you might know 
some publishers..."  
 
Similarly, just before he is killed in a tavern brawl, the 
celebrated poet Christopher Marlowe suggests the clas-
sic plot for Romeo and Juliet to Shakespeare in yet, an-
other tavern. Later, it is the celebrated actor Ned Alleyn 
who suggests the play's ultimate title, allowing Shake-
speare to discard his original but ludicrous "Romeo and 
Ethyl, the Pirate's Daughter." Like most of the film's co-
medic elements, these anecdotes  are entirely ahistorical. 
 
Finally, Shakespeare's character in the film is portrayed 
as suffering the slings and arrows of outrageous fortune 
that are presumed to be the curse of playwrights, includ-
ing "writer's block," temperamental actors, and impo-
tence. He also endures a sea of troubles from juggling the 
authorship of several plays at once, commissioned by 

different but equally-demanding sponsors, and each with 
impossible deadlines. 
 
As the film's title suggests, it is the love story between 
Shakespeare and Viola De Lesseps that is the very es-
sence and focus of the film. Several scenes that appear 
in the stage production of Romeo and Juliet neatly mir-
ror those between Fiennes and Paltrow in the film, with 
their juxtaposition admirably and often very creatively 
adapted.  
 
Among these are the famous "Balcony Scene," the 
"Bedroom Scene," and the Swordfight Scene." The latter 
takes place between actors from The Rose Theater and 
those from The Curtain Theater, whose owners and play-
ers are rivals for patrons, plays and women, as surely as 
the Montagues and Capulets clash over their ancient ven-
detta in the play.  
 
Familial duties and loyalties ultimately result in love de-
nied for both star-crossed couples. When Viola must sail 
from England to Virginia with her new husband, Lord 
Wessex, Shakespeare tearfully vows to immortalize her 
in his next play, "Twelfth Night." ("You will never age for 
me, nor fade or die," to which she replies "Write me 
well.")  
 
The historical elements of the film are several and en-
lightening: One is the Elizabethan legal prohibition 
against women appearing on-stage as actors. Another is 
the rivalry between Phillip Henslowe's Rose Theater and 
Richard Burbage's Curtain Theater, a matter of historic 
record. 
 
The Medieval practice of loveless "arranged marriages" is 
depicted as well, with dowries transferred from parents 
to grooms. The De Lesseps have promised Viola to Lord 
Wessex, who receives 5,000 pounds to wed her without 
her approval or even being consulted.   
 
Immediately prior to her wedding, Viola enters her fa-
ther's study and happens upon the transfer of her dowry 
to Lord Wessex, whereupon she sarcastically remarks to 
Wessex: "My Lord, I see you are open for business. Let's 
to church." 
 
There are too many memorable scenes in the film to de-
scribe them all, but one in particular was magical: The 

SHAKESPEARE (Continued from page 36) 
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camera pans The Rose theater during re-
hearsals for the play, where participants not 
involved in the scene are captured spell-
bound, admiring what we recognize four cen-
turies later as the beauty and genius of 
Shakespeare. 
 
The film was never intended to be historically 
accurate, and a great deal of poetic license 
was expended in its production. And, despite 
the many awards received by this film from 
the trash and imbeciles in Hollywood, never-
theless, this was a magnificent work that 
would have intrigued and entertained all 
those who may have written under the name 
of William Shakespeare... 

SHAKESPEARE (Continued from page 37) 

SAMPLER: Assortment of 10 prominent con-
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2020 Woman of the Year 

Visit our new website at CofCC.us or conservative-headlines.org 

The Board of the Council of Conservative Citizens is hon-
ored to name Attorney Sidney Powell its Woman of the 
Year for 2020. She is recognized because of her coura-
geous defense of President Trump's first National Securi-
ty Advisor, General Michael T. Flynn.  
 
A man of great character and ability, General Flynn was 
immediately targeted by the corrupt and scandalous 
Obama White House and Justice Department after being 
nominated by President Trump. Like Donald Trump, Gen-
eral Flynn was set up by a treasonous cabal of "deep 
state" operatives who wrongly weaponized law enforce-
ment and counter-intelligence to attempt to destroy 
their political and ideological opposition.  
 
By the time Sidney Powell came to the defense of Gen-
eral Flynn, he had been illegally entrapped by the FBI into 
lying to them, coerced by the FBI into a guilty plea, bank-
rupted by corrupt and unscrupulous attorneys, and faced 
sentencing by an unprincipled Clinton-appointed judge. 
General Flynn's guilty plea was coerced because the FBI 
threatened to target his son in the same manner it had 
wrongly entrapped General Flynn. He found himself 
abandoned by nearly everyone but his family.  
 
It was at this point, when General Flynn already had 
one foot in federal prison, that Sidney Powell took his 
case. Unable to expect much in the way of compensa-
tion for her efforts because of Flynn's bankruptcy, Sid-
ney Powell relentlessly engaged in discovery motions to 
obtain exculpatory evidence withheld by the FBI, Justice 
Department and Flynn's former attorneys at Covington 
and Burling.  
 
Covington and Burling bled General Flynn of his life's 
savings of $5 Million, only to ultimately convince him to 
plead guilty: He could have represented himself ("pro 
se") and pled guilty from the very beginning, without any 

legal fees and thereby, avoided bankruptcy and the sale 
of his family home.  
 
Meanwhile, Covington and Burling were grossly ineffec-
tive as counsel and may very well have withheld exculpa-
tory evidence they were legally obligated to turn over to 
Sidney Powell. It shouldn't surprise anyone to learn that 
Obama's corrupt former Attorney General, Eric Holder, 
is a partner at Covington and Burling. 
 
Immediately upon taking the case, Sidney Powell irritated 
the black, Clinton-appointed judge on the case by making 
a motion to withdraw Flynn's coerced guilty plea. Thanks 
to her efforts and those of Judicial Watch, new docu-
ments exposing the conspiracy against General Flynn 
continued to surface, eventually persuading Attorney 
General William Barr to withdraw the Justice Department 
from the case and ending prosecution of Flynn.  
 
Compounding the wrongs committed against Flynn, the 
corrupt Clinton judge vowed to continue the unconstitu-
tional charade of sentencing a demonstrably innocent 
man. Sidney Powell's motion to have the Clinton judge 
removed for bias should ultimately be upheld by the D.C. 
Court of Appeals. It will finally give General Flynn free-
dom from his ordeal for the first time in more than three 
years.  
 
It is hoped that General Flynn's inevitable lawsuits 
against all who criminally conspired against him will 
make both Flynn and Sidney Powell very wealthy. They 
deserve to be compensated, just as the many conspira-
tors against him deserve to be brought to justice, both 
civilly and criminally.  
 
A more dramatic reversal of fortune is difficult to imag-
ine. Sidney Powell's defense of General Flynn should be 
an inspiration to all of us who seek truth and justice, no 
matter how great the odds against them.  
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BONUS SECTION 

Extra Content Only Available In The Electronic Edition 

President Trump has decided to withhold funds from the 
World Health Organization (WHO,) which has lately 
been nothing more than a disinformation agency for 
communist China. As with most UN agencies,  the U.S. 
traditionally funds about 25% of the WHO budget. 
 
Referring to the WHO at the April 7th White House 
briefing of the Coronavirus Task Force, he described it as 
"China-centric" and observed that its new leadership al-
ways seems to err on the side of China's interests.  
 
The president was referring to the fact that the WHO ap-
peared willing to rely on China for information about its 
coronavirus epidemic much longer than seemed prudent. 
It parroted China's claim that so-called "wet-markets" 
were the origins of the recent coronavirus outbreak -- 
rather than the Wuhan Level IV Bio Lab -- and then acqui-
esced when China’s initially denied what has proved to 
be the highly contagious human-to-human transmission 
of the virus.  
 
The focus of President Trump's irritation with the WHO 
is its Director General -- a man named Tedros Adhanom 
Ghebreyesus -- who is just as unprincipled as his name 
is unpronounceable. He has been a whore for com-
munist China's political leadership, having previously 
served as Minister of Health for Ethiopia's Marxist dicta-
tor, during which time he hid three separate epidemics 
of cholera from the rest of the world.  
 
By late December of 2019, Chinese authorities were busi-
ly engaged in suppressing warnings by Chinese physicians 
of a new outbreak of a viral illness with acute respiratory 
symptoms. Yet, under the "leadership" of Tedros, the 
WHO ignored those warnings. In a statement issued on 
January 9th of this year, a WHO spokesman repeated 
China's lie that the virus "does not readily transmit be-
tween people." 
 

By mid-January of 2020, the heroic Chinese physicians 
who were battling the epidemic were convinced of the 
virulent human-to-human transmission of the corona-
virus. Yet, the WHO continued to parrot communist Chi-
na's party-line denying evidence of human-to-human 
transmission.  
 
For example, on January 14th of 2020, the WHO tweeted, 
“Preliminary investigations conducted by the Chinese au-
thorities have found no clear evidence of human-to-
human transmission of the novel coronavirus." Then, on 
January 16th of 2020, the WHO declared, “Not enough is 
known to draw definitive conclusions about how it is 
transmitted, the clinical features of the disease, the ex-
tent to which it has spread, or its source, which remains 
unknown.”  
 
With regard to the coronavirus pandemic, communist 
China displayed the same reckless and disingenuous 
behavior that it exhibited during the SARS epidemic in 
2003, and several other viral pandemics with their ori-
gins in China: It failed to warn the world of what it 
knew, nor did it cooperate with legitimate public health 
experts from other nations.  
 
After his January 28th meeting with Chinese dictator Xi 
Jinping, Tedros even praised China for the "transparency" 
demonstrated by its public health authorities during the 
recent coronavirus outbreak. 
 
These are a small sample of the disinformation engaged 
in by the WHO, whose leadership failed to pursue the 
origin or extent of its spread, and neglected to undertake 
any on-site or independent investigation by its own 
health professionals when the coronavirus pandemic 
might have been contained. Instead, the WHO continued 
to rely exclusively on false reports by the Chinese govern-
ment. 

(Continued on page 42) 

WHOres for Red China 
By Earl P. Holt III 
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The WHO also failed to declare an international public 
health emergency until January 30th of 2020, delaying its 
warning for an entire month after initial cases of the 
coronavirus were reported. Tedros even declared that no 
travel or trade restrictions were necessary after his 
meeting with Chinese officials on January 30. 
 
President Trump was wise to ignore the advice of 
Tedros and the WHO, and imposed a strict travel ban 
from China the very next day, January 31st. Naturally, 
Tedros denounced Trump's travel ban on flights from 

China to the US for "increasing fear and stigma, with 
little public health benefit."  
 
Tedros is both the first African and the first non-physician 
to serve as the WHO's Director-General, and his nomina-
tion and appointment were both aggressively promoted 
by communist China. That should have been a "red flag" 
to every member-nation.  
 
President Trump was also wise to propose de-funding the 
WHO until Tedros is removed and replaced by someone 
knowledgeable about public health. The new Director-
General shouldn't be a whore for China, either. 

WHOres (Continued from page 41) 

What IS “The Government”? 
By V. P. Hughes 

In these days of mandatory quarantines imposed on 
nearly all law-abiding Americans, the term “The Govern-
ment” is frequently bandied about. Yet, if you were to 
ask most Americans what they mean by “the Govern-
ment,” they might be hard pressed to explain themselves 
very well or suggest a person or agency they consider to 
be representative of "the government."  
 
If pressed, most people consider the Executive and Legis-
lative branches to represent "the government." Few in-
clude the Judicial branch of our tripartite system because 
it usually functions in response to actions taken by the 
Executive or Legislative branches, which usually do their 
dirty work pretty much out in the open.  
 
Thus, when speaking of “the Government" most people 
actually mean Congress, the House of Representatives 
and Senate. The President is important, especially as a 
symbol of government, but most of the actions taken by 
what is identified as “the government” involve Congress, 
with or without the President’s participation.  
 
Sadly, far too many Americans are ignorant of the work-
ings of their own government. They blame the President 
for particular laws when they should know that a Presi-
dent cannot initiate legislation. Only Congress can do 
that, though the president may sign or veto the Bill in 
question once it reaches his desk.  
 

However, many Presidents, especially in the last thirty 
years or so, have tried to bypass recalcitrant Congresses 
by issuing “Executive Orders,” but even these may be 
overridden by that body. However, if a President is popu-
lar and has good poll numbers — as both Clinton and 
Obama did — most members of the legislative branch 
choose discretion over valor when attempting to over-
ride an Executive Order, no matter how much they or 
their constituents may dislike it. 
 
So where does the real power lie in “government?” 
Does it lie in the Executive or Legislative Branch? Actu-
ally, enormous discretionary power over policy lies with 
the Executive Branch, but ironically, it does not lie with 
the President or his Administration. A great deal of Gov-
ernmental power lies in the bureaucratic structure ex-
isting within the Executive Branch!  
 
Such agencies as the Departments of Justice, Defense, 
Treasury and State actually hold enormous power when 
all is said and done. For instance, it is in the DOJ that one 
finds such “services” as the FBI and the many and varied 
other paramilitary groups -- like the Bureau of Alcohol, 
Firearms and Tobacco (BATF) -- that did so much damage 
at Waco under Attorney General Janet Reno.  
 
Of course, the all-powerful “intelligence agencies” are 
not located in the Department of Defense as might be 
expected, but directly under the President. And although 

(Continued on page 43) 
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the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) has no admitted 
military capacity, it and the National Security Agency 
(NSA), have virtually unlimited powers to influence policy 
based on the notion that the nation’s security is in their 
hands.  
 
Another virtually “independent” and “unsupervised” 
agency is the all-powerful Internal Revenue Service (IRS) 
within the Department of the Treasury. This 
“government agency” has actually driven Americans to 
suicide in the prosecution of its “duties” while congres-
sional oversight has been unable to make any inroads 
whatsoever into its power despite demonstrable charges 
of corruption and malfeasance. So much for who wields 
the real power in D.C.! 
 
Indeed, so powerful are the various agencies under the 
Executive Branch that political appointees of the Presi-
dent -- such as the Attorney General, Secretary of State  
and Treasury -- are frequently referred to within "the 
swamp" as “SUMMER HELP,” because agency staffs  will 
remain in their positions long after presidential appoin-
tees have returned to private life. 
 
As a result, few politicians willingly confront these agen-
cies, and in both the Obama and early Trump administra-

tions, the IRS, CIA and FBI were virtually without over-
sight. This was the case whether they were doing the un-
lawful bidding of a President like Obama, or were en-
gaged in unlawful attempts to remove one, as in the case 
of Donald Trump. 
 
When most Americans use the term “government” they 
are not thinking of these agencies. They have no idea 
that someone as powerful as the President of the United 
States — arguably the most powerful man in the world — 
can be persecuted on fraudulent charges and potentially 
driven from office by functionaries supposedly under his 
command and  answerable to the Constitution. 
 
However, perceptions are changing and Americans are 
starting to see the true nature and structure of what we 
call “The Government,” a monstrous bureaucracy more 
accurately referred to as the "Deep State." Indeed, Amer-
icans are beginning to recognize that reforming such a 
potentially menacing system cannot simply be reformed 
in one election expressing “the will of the people.” 
 
Such a realization discourages both optimism and confi-
dence in any return to good “government,” and makes 
this nation’s and the world’s future a matter of grave 
concern for all good people. 

GOVERNMENT (Continued from page 42) 

Many years ago, I was a member of the American Nucle-
ar Association, as well as the Nuclear Suppliers Associa-
tion, and I produced three patents for nuclear related 
technology. At that time, most of my customers came 
from the electric generating industry because we had 
patents on a number of machine tools and specialty pow-
er equipment used by utilities. I participated in many 
electricity-related projects for the US Navy and Electric 
Boat in Groton CT. 
 
In time, I became knowledgeable about the industry as 
well as its relentless opponent, the environmental move-
ment. For some unexplained reason these people -- who 
are totally dependent on electricity -- are bound and de-
termined to destroy those who provide electricity to 
them. This has not changed in 40-years, but  today they 

have a new plan: they advocate  the so-called  “Green 
New Deal” that would eliminate all fossil fuels and nucle-
ar fuels in ten years.  
 
As a certified manufacturing engineer, to put it plainly: 
this is an impossible and delusional proposal. Environ-
mentalists propose replacing fossil fuels and nuclear en-
ergy with so-called “renewable” energy  sources. It is a 
delusion to imagine that we could replace our depend-
ence on fossil fuels with current technologies available 
for so-called “soft” energy sources. The numbers speak 
for themselves: 
 
The world currently consumes 4.2 Trillion Kilo-Watts of 
electricity per year. Fossil fuels provide 63.5% of that 

(Continued on page 44) 
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amount, nuclear energy provides 19.3%, hydro-electric 
provides 7%, wind contributes 6.6%, solar contributes 
1.6%, biomass contributes 1.5%, and other technologies 
contribute less than 1 %. 
 
Solar and wind turbines are the most expensive means of 
generating electric but are not continuously reliable 
sources of power. Obviously, solar equipment does not 
work at night, nor do wind turbines work when there is 
no wind. (Also, these “bird-swatters” have killed hun-
dreds of bald eagles.) Maintenance on both solar and 
wind is far more excessive than any other generating sys-
tem, a fact that its defenders routinely ignore.  
 
Despite the authority with which they pontificate, no 
one in the entire environmental movement knows any-
thing about producing electricity. That’s because many 
of their defenders who support “soft” energy – like Al-
exandra Ocasio-Cortez –- literally know less than noth-
ing, because everything they have been led to believe is 
wrong! 
 
Let’s look realistically at the “Green New Deal“ and how it 
would affect the 4.2 Trillion Kilo-Watt Hours we currently 
consume worldwide. With regard to solar energy, it 
would be necessary to cover an area the size of Illinois 
and Ohio with solar panels to meet current energy re-
quirements. Then, we would need to construct a system 
of batteries about the size of New Hampshire to store the 
energy generated by these hundreds of thousands of 
square miles of solar panels.  
 
Wind turbines are the least reliable means of producing 
electricity. I have observed huge wind farms in northwest 
England which run at about 80% capacity in most cases. 
(By the way, wind turbines have eliminated most large 
birds in northwest England.)  
 
There is an interesting caveat to this story: in the 1980s, 
there was a huge movement against nuclear energy, the 
source from which we get about 20% of our electricity in 
the U.S. Unfortunately, In 1979 there was a partial melt-
down of reactor #2 at the Three Mile Island power sta-
tion near Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.  
 
As they always do, the leftist news media engaged in a 
feeding frenzy consisting of truly inflammatory and irre-

sponsible rhetoric that terrified  the residents of Harris-
burg. Most of this came from “reporters” whose  closest 
exposure to “science” is reading their horoscope each 
day. These imbeciles produced a national catastrophe 
out of an event that did little damage outside its contain-
ment vessel.  
 
Their misreporting of the incident was epitomized by 
the bumper-sticker declaring “Burn Wood Not Atoms.” 
This is especially ironic, since it is carbon emissions 
against which the environmental movement now pro-
tests. The entire debacle also demonstrates how so-
called “environmentalists” will never really be satisfied 
with ANY energy source, because it is the industrial 
might of the West that remains their true target. Their 
association with Soviet intelligence agencies explains  
this ugly fact. 
 
The Clamshell Alliance -- secretly funded by the Soviet 
KGB -- staged violent protests at New Hampshire’s Sea-
brook Nuclear Power plant. After these domestic terror-
ists were thwarted by law enforcement, the FBI found 
maps, guard schedules and instructions on how to de-
stroy the station by damaging its diesel backup power, all 
of which had been provided by the KGB. Their activities 
were part of the Soviet Union’s planned destruction of 
the West, although this fact was studiously ignored by 
the leftist news media.  
 
Other environmentalists blocked the opening of Ne-
vada’s Yucca Mountain Nuclear Waste Repository, alt-
hough none would know a proton from a protein. I have 
never understood their opposition, because no legitimate 
scientific case for opposing it has ever been made. 
 
The Repository is located in an unpopulated region about 
80-miles northwest of Las Vegas. It is a geologically sta-
ble, underground salt “dome,” buried deep beneath a 
mountain range. All the waste is sealed in ceramic con-
tainers. 
 
The opposition of “environmentalists” has created a 
true environmental disaster, because nuclear waste 
must now be stored “on-site” at each reactor facility, in 
either fuel storage pools or outside storage containers. 
Unfortunately, there are almost 100 locally situated, 
nuclear fuel and waste dumps that pose an environ-
mental problem that needn’t exist. 
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To understand this industry you must become familiar 
with some history of the US Department of Energy. In the 
1980s, the Department of Energy (DOE,) began to be in-
filtrated by many environmentalists whose primary agen-
da was to shut down every American operating reactor. 
At the time my company was a supplier to many nuclear 
plants so we were very well informed about what was 
taking place.  
 
DOE and the Atomic Energy Department (AED,) are re-
sponsible for approving reactor designs. What the envi-
ronmentalists did was to originally approve construction, 
but then wait until it was partially finished to change the 
design requirements, forcing contractors to tear down 
what they had built and then start over. 
 
Shoreham Nuclear Power station in East Shoreham, NY 
is a good example. We were suppliers of machinery used 
in construction of the reactor, which began in 1973 by 
Long Island Lighting Company. It was  commissioned in 
1986, but then decommissioned in 1989. Public opposi-
tion was considerable, but based on massive amounts of 
misinformation, Three Mile Island and then Chernobyl 
were wrongly dragged into the debate.  
 
The major point of opposition to the plant played on 
public fears that Long Island’s location made any effort 
to evacuate the Island’s large population impossible. So, 
once the “misinformation” could not be “undone,” the 
very real problem of evacuation sealed the plant’s fate. 
 
The U.S. does not build graphite core reactors without 
containment vessels, but that was Chernobyl’s design, 
and only the Soviets adopted such a technology. Thanks 
to the news media, the public’s understanding of this is 

minimal, leaving them to equate generator reactors with 
nuclear weapons. The general public think all reactors 
are the same type of construction and do not understand 
about nuclear waste disposal.  
 
The media is primarily interested in selling a fake news 
narrative, so it was tickled to stoke the fires of fear about 
nuclear energy when mishaps occurred. No one in the 
West builds nuclear reactors without a large containment 
structure, and no-one builds reactors in zones subject to 
Earthquakes and tsunamis except Japan and California.  
 
At Three Mile Island the reactor containment vessel pre-
vented any radioactive breach, but Chernobyl had no 
containment structure as a cost-saving strategy. That is a 
very real indictment of socialist government and demon-
strates the decision-makers were more concerned with 
cost than with public safety.  
 
As with many other public issues, the problem is a matter 
of inadequate education. If a nation fails to produce a 
truly educated population, then problems will result. If a 
nation imposes “affirmative-action” to give preference to 
groups with lesser abilities, we will fail as a society. This is 
exactly what is taking place now, and why there remains 
majority opposition to nuclear power. People lack the 
technical knowledge to understand its processes, and if 
you can’t understand something, there is a tendency to 
resist it.  
 
America’s environmentalists and their allies in academia 
are systematically destroying our nation’s future and are 
preventing America from realizing its destiny. Instead of 
aiming for the heavens -- as President Kennedy inspired 
us to do -- we have turned our gaze inward, with endless 
social programs and a regulatory environment that is 
bankrupting us morally, politically and economically. 
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I’ve agonized for more than a year over how President 
Trump’s broad electoral support could deliver a historic, 
landslide victory in 2016, but fail to materialize two years 
later during the 2018 "midterms." A strong turnout by 
Trump supporters was needed to provide the support in 
Congress that President Trump desperately lacked to 
stave off the Mueller Inquisition and Impeachment.  
 
The answer must be that the same people who enthusi-
astically and faithfully supported President Trump in 
2016 were ambivalent about supporting RINO Congres-
sional candidates who have betrayed them on a daily 
basis for as long as they’ve served in Washington. Many 
Trump supporters – particularly “Independents” -- simp-
ly chose to sit out the midterms. 
 
RINO betrayal is evident in their sell-out to K -Street's pro
-immigration lobbyists rather than support funding and 
construction of Trump’s border wall, and their cowardly 
failure to defend President Trump during two years of 
the Special Counsel’s phony and traitorous “Russia collu-
sion” witch-hunt.  
 
The same RINOs were AWOL while the ”Democrats” pur-
sued equally fraudulent and partisan “Impeachment in-
quiries” of President Trump, based on fabricated and illu-
sory evidence and an innocent phone call by President 
Trump to Ukrainian President Zelensky.  
 
The only exceptions to this sad state of affairs have been 
those stalwart members of the House Freedom Caucus. 
Few Republicans in the Senate or House had the guts or 
brains to defend President Trump against fraudulent 
charges by an unscrupulous opposition party, whose 
members make Josef Stalin -- on a vodka binge -- seem 
fair and reasonable. 
 
It is essential that patriots, nationalists and conserva-
tives support conservative PRIMARY challengers to the 
many Republican incumbents who routinely demon-
strate disloyalty to President Trump, the GOP, and you, 
their constituents. I’ll leave it up to Members to deter-
mine if RINO incumbents deserve their support if they 
should make it to the GENERAL election. 
 

For example, I will NEVER support Senator Roy Blunt (R-
MO.) He was the Missouri Secretary of State that allowed 
a black criminal element to steal the 1991 St. Louis 
School Board Election, just as CofCC candidates were 
poised to gain control of the board. Massive black voter 
fraud was documented six months later by a handwriting 
expert, but –- thanks to Blunt’s endless delays and cow-
ardice -- our corrupt political opponents were already 
sworn-in and seated by the time of the investigation. 
 
There are several equally worthless RINO Senators, each 
of whom are the best office-holders that K Street lobbyist 
money can buy. Susan Collins (R-ME,) Lisa Murkowski (R-
AK,) Mitt Romney (R-UT,) Lamar Alexander (R-TN,) and 
many others fit this description. They betray us so rou-
tinely that no one who considers himself a patriot, na-
tionalist or conservative should ever support any of 
them, either financially or electorally. 
 
I have NOT contributed to the RNC for more than a dec-
ade because I refuse to allow my contributions to be 
distributed to the likes of these RINOs. Instead, I sup-
port the new Political Action Committee created by the 
House Freedom Caucus. Guys like Matt Gaetz (R-FL,) 
Mark Meadows (R-NC,) Jim Jourdan (R-OH,) Andy Biggs 
(R-AZ,) Louie Gohmert (D-TX,) Tom Scalise (R-LA) and 
other stalwart members have been fighting in the 
trenches for three years to defend President Trump 
against the attempted coup by traitorous Obama holdo-
vers. 
 
Members of the House Freedom Caucus are a very differ-
ent breed of cat from the usual cowardly and duplicitous 
RINOs that compromised the House GOP “Leadership” 
for the two decades since Newt Gingrich. They fight back 
like President Trump, and often opposed the duplicity 
and endless betrayals of former Speaker Paul Ryan, who 
was the worst Speaker that K Street pro-immigration 
money could buy. 
 
For the past year they also refused to blindly follow 
House Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy, who only recent-
ly began to man-up and shed that permanent “deer-in-
the-headlights” look that rendered him unfit for leading 
anything except a drunken Saint Patrick’s Day Parade. 
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